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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The General Electric Company has been involved in exploratory acoustic
and aerodynamic performance measurements on scale-model unsuppressed and
mechanically suppressed coannular plug nozzles with inverted velocity and
temperature profiles. These studies, under the sponsorship of NASA-Lewis
Research Center, are directed toward the development of jet noise technology
that is applicable for advanced high speed aircrafts. This report summarizes
the results of one such investigation specifically directed to obtain flight
simulated acoustic data on mechanically suppressed coannular plug nozzles and
convergent-divergent terminated unsuppressed coannular plug nozzles. A
companion Comprehensive Data Report (Reference I) contains the detailed test
data.
Nine coannular configurations along with a reference conical nozzle
were evaluated in General Electric's Anechoic Free-Jet Facility. A total of
212 acoustic test points and velocity measurements on a selected number of
plumes using the laser velocimeter were conducted over a wide range of exhaust
nozzle conditions under both static and simulated flight conditions. The
tested suppressed nozzles included configurations with 20- and 40-shallow-
chute mechanical suppressors in the outer stream. The tested unsuppressed
configurations included annular and coannular plug nozzles with convergent and
convergent-divergent (C-D) terminations in order to evaluate the C-D
effectiveness in the reduction of shock-cell noise. Details of test
configurations and scope of acoustic and laser velocimeter tests are presented
in Section 2.0.
The measured acoustic and diagnostic data are discussed in Section
3.0. The discussion includes verification of the procedures adopted to scale
model-scale static acoustic data of convergent unsuppressed coannular nozzles
to engine size configurations. The model nozzle data of this program are
compared with data obtained during GE/NASA YJIOI/VCE test-bed engine program.
The acoustic data of the suppressor configurations are compared with those of
baseline, conical and similitude coannular plug nozzles in order to establish
the suppression levels obtainable with the tested configurations. At mixed
jet velocity of 700 m/sec (-2300 fps), the similitude 20-shallow-chute
suppressor configuration yielded peak aft quadrant suppression of 11.5 and 9
PNdB and forward quadrant suppression of 7 and 6 PNdB relative to a baseline
conical nozzle during static and simulated flight (122 m/sec or 400 fps),
respectively. No significant acoustic benefit is indicated in both the front
and the aft quadrants with a C-D inner termination on the similitude 20-
shallow-chute suppressor nozzle instead of the convergent inner termination.
In addition, the static pressures measured in the base region of the chutes of
the suppressor nozzles indicated that the gas total temperature has little
influence on suppressor base drag. The C-D termination on unsuppressed
annular and coannular plug nozzles is shown to reduce front quadrant noise
under both static and simulated flight conditions. However, for a given
Vmix, the coannular plug nozzle with both streams C-D terminated resulted
.J
in higher noise level in the aft quadrant compared to the convergent coannular
plug nozzle. However, based on available data, this increase in the aft angle
PNL data is attributed to the lower radius ratio of the model C-D nozzle
relative to the convergent nozzle.
Details of the engineering spectral prediction method formulated for
suppressed coannular plug nozzles are provided in Section 4.0. Appropriate
length and velocity scales have been identified, and a new convection
amplification model has been developed.
2.0 DESCRIPTIONS OF TEST FACILITY AND SCALE-MODEL NOZZLES
All of the acoustic and laser velocimeter tests of this program were
conducted in the General Electric Anechoic Free-Jet Facility located in
Evendale, Ohio. Brief descriptions of the facility, data acquisition and
reduction procedures, and scale-model test nozzles are presented in this
section. Detailed descriptions of the facility and acoustic data acquisition,
reduction, and flight transformation procedures are provided in the
Comprehensive Data Report (Ref. I) of this program and in References 2 through
5.
Tabulations that summarize the aerodynamic flow conditions of the
acoustic, laser velocimeter (LV) and base pressure tests conducted with the
scale-model configurations of this investigation are presented in Appendices I
through Ill, respectively.
2.1 ANECHOIC FREE-JET FACILITY
The test facility, schematically shown in Figure 2-1, is a cylindrical
chamber having a diameter of 13.1 meters (42 feet) and a height of 21.95
meters (72 feet). The inner surfaces of the chamber are lined with anechoic
wedges made of fiberglass to yield a low frequency cutoff below 220 Hz and an
absorption coefficient of 0.99 above 220 Hz.
A tertiary duct surrounds the model nozzles with the necessary airflow
to simulate a forward flight up to a Mach number of 0.36. The tertiary air
passes through a silencer plenum chamber before it is discharged through the
1.22 meter (4 feet) free-jet exhaust. An overhead view of the tertiary
exhaust surrounding a test conical nozzle is presented in Figure 2-2.
2.2 ACOUSTIC DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION SYSTEMS
A schematic of the microphone data acquisition system used to obtain
the acoustic data during tests in the anechoic chamber is shown on
Figure 2-3. This system is optimized for obtaining the acoustic data up
through the 80 kHz ll3-octave center frequency. The microphones used to
obtain the data are the B&K 4135, 0.64-centimeter (0.25 inch) condenser
microphones for far-field measurements. All the tests are conducted with
microphone grid caps removed to obtain the best frequency response. The
cathode followers are the transistorized B&K 2619 for optimum frequency
response and lower inherent system noise characteristics. All systems utilize
the B&K 2801 power supply operated in the direct mode.
The output of the power supply is connected to a line driver adding
I0 dB of amplification to the signal as well as adding "preemphasis" to the
high frequency portion of the spectrum. The net effect of this amplifier is a
I0 dB gain at all frequencies, plus an additional 3 dB at 40 kHz and 6 dB at
80kHz due to "preemphasis." This procedure improves low amplitude, high
frequency data. In order to remove low frequency noise, high-pass filters
with attenuations of approximately 26 dB at 12.5 Hz and decreasing to 0 dB at
200 Hz are installed in the system.
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Figure 2-1. Anechoic Free-Jet/Jet Noise Facility Schematic. 
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The tape recorder amplifiers have a variable gain from -I0 dB to +60 dB
in I0 dB steps and a gain trim capability for normalizing incoming signals.
The prime system used for recording acoustic data is a Sangamo/Sabre IV,
28-track FM recorder. The system is set up for Wideband Group I (intermediate
band double extended) at 120 ips tape speed. Operating at this tape speed
provides a better dynamic range that is necessary for obtaining the high
frequency/low amplitude portion of the acoustic signal. The tape recorder is
set up for ±40% carrier deviation with a recording level of 8 volts
peak-to-peak. During recording, the signal is displayed on a calibrated
master oscilloscope, and the signal gain is adjusted to maximum without
exceeding the 8 volt peak-to-peak level.
High-pass filters are incorporated in the acoustic data acquisition
systems to enhance the high frequency data of microphones from II0 ° through
160 ° . The microphone signal below the 20 kHz I/3-octave band is filtered out,
and the gain is increased to boost the signal to noise ratio. Both the
filtered and unfiltered signals are recorded on tape. For data below 20 kHz,
the unfiltered signal is used to calculate the sound pressure levels; while
for high frequencies, the filtered signal is employed. The entire jet noise
spectra at a given angle is obtained by computationally merging these two
spectra.
Standard data reduction is conducted in the General Electric AEG
Instrumentation and Data Room (IDR). As shown in Figure 2-4, the data tapes
are played back on a CBC3700B tape deck with electronics capable of
reproducing single characteristics within the specifications indicated for
Wideband Group I. An automatic shuttling control is incorporated in the
system. In normal operation, a tone is inserted on the recorder in the time
slot designed for data analysis. Tape control automatically shuttles the tape
initiating an integration start signal to the analyzer at the tone as the tape
moves in its forward motion. This motion continues until an "integration
complete" signal is received from the analyzer at which time the tape
direction is reversed and at the tone, the tape restarts in the forward
direction advancing to the next channel to be analyzed until all the channels
have been processed. In addition, a time code generator is utilized to signal
tape position as directed by the computer program control.
All I/3-octave analyses are performed on a General Radio 1921
analyzer. Normal integration time is set for 32 seconds to ensure good
interaction for the low frequency content. The analyzer has I/3-octave filter
sets from 12.5 Hz to I00 kHz and has a rated accuracy of fl/4 dB in each
band. Each data channel is passed through an interface to the GEPAC 30
computer where the data are corrected for the frequency response of the
microphone and the data acquisition system, corrected to standard day (15 ° C,
70% RH atmospheric attenuation conditions) as recommended by Shield and Bass
(Ref. 6), and processed to calculate the perceived noise level and OASPL from
the spectra. For calculation of the acoustic power, scaling to other nozzle
sizes, or extrapolation to different far-field distances, the data are sent to
the Honeywell 6000 computer for processing. This is accomplished by
transmitting the SPL via direct time-share link to the 6000 computer through a
1200 Band Modem. In the 6000 computer, the data are processed through the
Flight Transformed Full Scale Data Reduction (FTFSDR) Program as per the flow
chart shown in Figure 2-5. The data printout is accomplished on a high speed
"remote" terminal. In addition, the FTFSDR Program writes a magnetic tape for
CALCOMP plotting of the data. Detailed descriptions of the acoustic data
reduction and processing systems are given in the Comprehensive Data Report
(Ref. I) of this program.
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2.3 GENERAL ELECTRIC LASER VELOCZMETER
The laser velocimeter used is a system developed under a
USAF/DOT-sponsored program and reported in detail in References 4 and 5. The
basic optical system is a differential Doppler, backscatter, single-package
arrangement that has the proven feature of ruggedness for the severe
environments encountered in high velocity, high temperature jets. Figure 2-6
shows a photograph of the LV system in the General Electric Anechoic Test
Facility and a schematic arrangement of the laser package. The laser beams
are projected from below the lens, forming an angle that keeps the major axis
of the control volume ellipsoid to a minimum. The dimensions of the control
volume are 0.635 centimeter (0.25 inch) for the major axis and 0.508
centimeter (0.20 inch) for the minor axis. The range of the LV control volume
from the laser hardware is 2.16 meters (85 inches). The three steering
mirrors and the beam splitter are mounted on adjustable supports that are made
from the same aluminum alloy to eliminate any temperature-oriented alignment
problems.
The remotely actuated platform has vertical, horizontal, and axial
5.79 meters (228 inches), respectively. The resolution is ±0.1588
centimeter (0.0625 inch) for each axis except for the last 5.28 meters (208
inches) of axial travel which has a resolution of ±0.3175 centimeters (0.125
inch).
Seeding is by injection of aluminum oxide (AI203) powder having a
nominal 1-micron diameter into the air supply to the burners and into a region
exterior of the test nozzle so as to seed the tertiary air. The powder-feed
equipment used is described in Reference 5. However, the air supply to the
fluidized bed column is heated currently to about 394 K (250 ° F) to prevent
powder aggregation by moisture absorption.
The laser velocimeter signal processor is a direct-counter (time
domain) type similar to that reported in Reference 5, but with improvements.
These improvements result in a lowered rate of false validations and improved
linearity and resolution. Turbulent-velocity probability distributions
(histograms) are recorded by a 256-channel, NS633 pulse-height analyzer. The
data acquired from the LV are transmitted to a minicomputer system (PDP II145)
for storage on disk and perform data reduction.
The processing capabilities of the LV system are as follows:
• Velocity range - 35 to 5,000 fps
Random error for single particle accuracy (error associated with
system inaccuracies such as fringe spacing, linearity, stability,
burst noise) - 0.75%
Bias error for mean velocity - 0.5%
False data rejection capability (possibility of accepting bad data)
- 0.0002%. The system uses a 16-fringe control volume where all of
the 8 center fringes are used in the data acceptance/rejection
testing. On an average, 1,000 accepted data samples are taken
during a histogram.
a. LV System in the GE Anechoic Acoustic 
Test Facility 
To LV 
PrOCeSSOr 
signa1 
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- ' (  
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Figure 2-6. General Electric Laser Velocimeter. 
2.4 SCALE-MODEL TEST NOZZLES
During this program, scale-model nozzles were tested in the Anechoic
Free-Jet Facility to determine their acoustic characteristics under both
static and simulated flight conditions and over a wide range of operating flow
variables. In this subsection, schematics of these configurations are
presented and the objectives and scopes of tests conducted are indicated.
Significant dimensions are summarized in Table 2-1. Detailed dimensions and
drawings are provided in the Comprehensive Data Report (Ref. I).
2.4.1 Conical Baseline Nozzle (Model 5)
This configuration, schematically presented in Figure 2-7, was tested
earlier (Ref. 2) as Model 5. For the sake of continuity, it is referred to
also as Model 5 herein. The objective behind the selection of the
configuration is to complement the static and flight simulated baseline
acoustic data obtained in Reference 2. The scope of tests includes conditions
that correspond to those taken in 1978 on the YJI01 test-bed engine with a
conical nozzle (Ref. 7).
2.4.2 Unsuppressed Coannular Plug Nozzle with Convergent Flowpaths
(Model 8)
This configuration, which is a scale model of a coannular plug nozzle
tested on the YJI01 VCE test-bed engine (Ref. 7), is schematically shown in
Figure 2-8. This nozzle has convergent flowpaths on both the inner and outer
streams. In order to validate the static scaling criteria of unsuppressed
coannular nozzles, the scope of tests with this similitude configuration
includes aerodynamic conditions that match test-bed engine test points.
2.4.3 Unsuppressed Coannular Plug Nozzle with Convergent-Divergent
Flowpaths (Model 9)
One of the principal objectives of this program is the evaluation of
the effectiveness of convergent-divergent (C-D) flowpath is alleviating
shock-cell associated broadband noise and its impact on jet total noise. To
realize this objective, the following four test configurations, designated as
the Model 9 series, have been tested:
I. A convergent-divergent annular nozzle with the inner plug closed
and inner flow blocked (Model 9.1). This configuration is
schematically shown in Figure 2-9. The scope of tests conducted
with this nozzle includes an excursion in the stream total pressure
ratio, with the stream total temperature held at the design value
so as to confirm the optimum operating condition and determine the
reduction in the shock-cell associated noise in the front quadrant.
. The C-D configuration of Item I as the outer nozzle and having a
convergent inner flowpath (Model 9.2). This is shown in
Figure 2-10. The test scope is similar to that of Item I except
that the inner stream is maintained at a constant subsonic
condition so as to determine the consequence of a subsonic inner
stream on the effectiveness of a C-D outer nozzle.
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. A convergent outer nozzle, identical to the outer configuration of
Model 8 and having a convergent-divergent inner nozzle. This
configuration (Model 9.3) is schematically shown in Figure 2-11.
The extent of tests with this nozzle is mainly to confirm, with the
outer stream held at a subsonic condition, the optimum design
condition of the inner C-D flowpath.
4. An all C-D coannular configuration shown schematically in
Figure 2-12 and made up of the outer C-D nozzle of Item 1 and the
inner C-D nozzle of Item 3 (Model 9.4). The scope of testing is to
determine the total C-D effectiveness of this configuration (with
the two streams operating at their optimum conditions as determined
under Items I and 3) relative to a similar coannular nozzle with
convergent flowpaths.
Background information, along with design considerations adopted for the
development of the C-D nozzles, is provided in Appendix IV.
2.4.4 Similitude 20-Shallow-Cb;ute Mechanical Suppro=_n- with a
Convergent Inner Nozzle (Model I0.I)
This nozzle is a scaled model of the suppressor configuration designed
for testing on the YJI01 VCE test-bed engine. This engine configuration, the
details of which are presented in Reference 8, has been selected after a
review of promising suppressor exhaust systems that were tested during the
study of Reference 3. Other pertinent information that influenced the scaling
included a GE preliminary design concept layout of a 20-shallow-chute
suppressor for the AST/VCE product engine (Ref. 9) based on the GE211JIIBI8
cycle requirements. Some of the overall dimensions of the product, YJI01
engine and model size suppressor nozzles, are summarized as follows:
Parameter ASTIVCE YJIOI Model I0.I
A_ (cold) cm 2 8290 985.8 128.26
in. 2 1285 152.8 19.88
D_q_ cm 102.74 35.55 12.18
in. 40.45 13.95 5.03
At (cold) cm 2 1625.2 193.6 25.81
in. 2 251.9 30.0 4.00
D_q_ cm 45.49 15.70 5./2
in. 1/.91 6.18 2.25
AT = A_ + At cm 2 9915.5 1179.4 154.1
in 2 1536.9 182.8 23.88
AtIA 0.196 0.196 0.201
A schematic of the model configuration and a photograph of the hardware
are presented, respectively, in Figures 2-13 and 2-14. The model flowpath is
designed to be compatible with the two-dimensional Mach number distribution of
the YJIOI engine design. Also, the structural support pins in the chutes
simulate the test-bed engine design. The static pressure taps shown in
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Figure 2-14. Full View of the Assembled Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Mechanical 
Suppressor with a Convergent Inner Nozzle (Model 10.1). 
2 1  
Figure 2-14 are located at several wall locations in the chutes of the
suppressor to obtain base pressure measurements. These data are to be
employed to assess the influence of the suppressor stream temperature on the
nozzle thrust coefficient.
The scope of tests performed with this model includes static and
simulated flight acoustic tests at typical AST/VCE cycle conditions and
matching YJI01 operating conditions. In addition, LV measurements were
obtained at operating conditions that correspond to two of the static acoustic
tests.
2.4.5 Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Mechanical Suppressor with a
Convergent-Divergent Inner Nozzle (Model 10.2)
In order to determine the benefits of a convergent-divergent inner
stream on the similitude model suppressor (Model I0.I) acoustic data, the
scale model suppressor was assembled and tested with a C-D inner nozzle. This
configuration, designated as Model 10.2, is schematically shown in Figure 2-15.
The scope of tests conducted with this model includes static and
simulated flight acoustic tests for a concept demonstration of C-D inner
nozzle and static and flight LV measurements at typical ASTIVCE takeoff
condition that includes the design condition of the C-D inner nozzle.
2.4.6 20-Shallow-Chute Mechanical Suppressor of DOT Program Modified
for a System Area Ratio, A_ = 0.2
During the DOT high velocity jet noise source location and reduction
program (Ref. 3), 20-shallow-chute hardware having an area ratio A r = 0.52
had been fabricated and acoustically tested. During the course of this
progr ', it was decided to modify the DOT hardware to an area ratio of 0.2 by
fab ring a new center plug and conduct acoustic tests with the resulting
c 6uration. The measured data are compared with those of the similitude
.pressor nozzle in order to determine the effect of geometrical differences
#uch as flow element width to height ratio on the acoustic data. Comparison
of the significant geometrical dimensions of the two suppressors are provided
in Table 2-If. A schematic of the modified configuration is presented in
Figure 2-16. Differences in the flow lines of the similitude and modified
suppressor model nozzles could be noted by comparing Figure 2-13 with 2-16.
The scope of tests performed with the modified DOT configuration
includes static and simulated flight acoustic measurements at selected AST/VCE
cycle conditions.
2.4.? 40-Shallow-Chute Mechanical Suppressor of DOT Program Modified
for System Area Ratio, AD = 0.2
The center plug that was fabricated to modify the DOT 20-shallow-chute
hardware was used also to modify the DOT 40-shallow-chute hardware to a system
area ratio of 0.2. Acoustic tests with this modified 40-shallow-chute
configuration, schematically shown in Figure 2-17, were conducted at cycle
conditions identical to those of the modified 20-shallow-chute series of tests
so as to obtain acoustic data on the effect of chute number.
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Table 2-II. Geometrical ComparisonBetweenModified DOTand Similitude
20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Model Configurations
Modified DOT
Suppressor
Similitude
Suppressor
(Model I0.I)
Number of Elements
Suppressor Stream Exit Area, in.2, AtO
Inner Stream Exit Area, in. 2 i
, A t
ExitAreaRatio
Equivalent Diameter Based on Total
Exit Area, :-_,,.,DT
eq
Suppressor Element Hydraulic Diameter
(Defined in Section 4.0), in., D_ d
Suppressor Stream Radius Ratio, R-
r
Suppressor Area Ratio, AR
Flow Element Width at Hub, in., WF
"'I
Flow Element Width at Tip, in., g
Flow Element Height, in.
Flow Element Width at Hub/Flow Element Height
Flow Element Width at Tip/Flow Element Height
c
Chute Width at Hub, in., W 1
e
Chute Width at Tip, in., W 2
e
Chute Depth at Hub, in., d1
c
Chute Depth at Tip, in., d2
20
23.76
4.75
0.20
6,025
1,219
0.716
1.75
0,671
0.935
1.480
0.45
0.63
0.504
0.702
0.567
0.765
20
19.88
4.00
0.20
5.514
1.183
0.764
1.75
0.534
0.928
1.482
0.36
0.63
0.569
0.692
0.495
0.690
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2.5 AERODYNAMIC AND ACOUSTIC TEST DATA
2.5.1 Acoustic Tests
A total number of 113 static and 99 simulated flight acoustic tests
were performed with the I0 model configurations described in Subsection 2.4.
The aerodynamic flow conditions of the outer, inner, and mixed streams that
correspond to each of these acoustic tests are tabulated in Appendix I. The
aerodynamic data are tabulated in both the International System of Units and
the English Units. These tables also summarize the standard day (15 ° C, 70%
relative humidity) far-field PNL data on a 731.5 meter (2,400 feet) sideline
and scaled to an AST nozzle size of 9,032 square centimeter (1,400 square
inches) at angles of 8 i = 50 ° , 60 °, 70 °, 90 =, 120 °, 130 °, and 140 °
relative to the inlet. In addition, the ambient pressure, temperature, and
relative humidity in the GE Anechoic Facility at the time of the tests are
presented in these tables.
2.5.2 LV Tests
Three static and one simulated fliKht LV tests were performed with the
similitude 20-shaiiow-chute suppressor having a convergent inner (Model I0.I)
and C-D inner (Model 10.2) nozzles. The aerodynamic flow conditions of these
test plumes are tabulated in Appendix If.
2.5.3 Base Pressure Tests
Suppressor base pressure measurements with the similitude
20-shallow-chute nozzle (Model I0.I) were obtained simultaneously along with
the acoustic tests. In addition, base pressure data alone were obtained over
a range of suppressor pressure ratios but under ambient temperature
conditions. These data were recorded with free-jet velocities of O, 61 mlsec
(200 fps), and 122 m/sec (400 fps). A summary of the aerodynamic flow
conditions of the base pressure tests is provided in Appendix III along with
the locations of the fixed static pressure probes in the chutes of the
suppressor nozzle.
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3.0 ACOUSTIC, DIAGNOSTIC LV, AND BASE PRESSURE TEST RESULTS
The acoustic, laser velocimeter, and suppressor base pressure
measurements conducted with the scale-model nozzles of this program are
analyzed and presented in this section. Description of the nozzle
configurations and a summary of the test conditions were covered earlier under
Section 2.0.
This section is divided into three major subsections. General acoustic
characteristics of tested nozzles are presented and discussed in
Subsection 3.1. Analyses of the test acoustic data include verification of
the static scaling procedures using conical baseline and similitude coannular
nozzles, evaluation of the similitude 20-shallow-chute mechanical suppressor
nozzle under static and simulated flight conditions, and determination of the
effectiveness of contoured convergent-divergent flowpaths of annular and
coannular plug nozzles. The results of the LV measurements on a selected
number of plumes of the similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle are
analyzed in Subsection 3.2. The analyses include comparison of the suppressor
plume characteristics with those of the coannular plug and conical baseline
nozzles, and evaluation of the effect on simulated flight on the plume decay
rate of the suppressor nozzle. Finally, the results of a preliminary estimate
of the effect of base drag on the thrust coefficient of the similitude
suppressor nozzle (Model I0.I) are summarized in Subsecton 3.3
3.1 DISCUSSION OF ACOUSTIC RESULTS
The acoustic characteristics of the nozzle configurations of this
program are presented and discussed in this subsection. Unless otherwise
stated, the presented results are measured data that are scaled to a product
size of A T = 0.903 square meters (1,400 square inches), extrapolated to a
sideline of 731.5 meters (2,400 feet) and corrected to a standard day [15 ° C
(59 ° F) and 70% relative humidity] atmospheric attenuation (Shields and Bass
method, Ref. 6).
3.1.1 Conical Nozzle Baseline Data
In order to ascertain the repeatability of the acoustic data and to
broaden the data base of a reference conical nozzle, the Model 5 conical
configuration was tested during this program over a range of aerodynamic flow
conditions. The measured forward quadrant PNL data at 8i = 60 ° and 90 °
and normalized aft quadrant PNL data at 8 i = 120 ° and 130 ° are presented
in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, respectively, and compared with conical nozzle data
obtained over the years at the General Electric test facilities (Refs. 2, 3
and I0). An examination of the presented data indicates that the data
measured over the years agree with one another and are within acceptable data
scatter.
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 also demonstrates the effect of flight (Vac=
122 m/see or 400 fps) on the static PNL data of the conical baseline nozzle.
While the effect of flight on the conical nozzle data has been discussed in
detail in Reference 2, it is of interest to this program to study the effect
of flight on the PNL and OASPL directivity and spectral characteristics of the
conical nozzle at a typical AST takeoff condition. These data, which will be
used later in this report to determine the acoustic benefits of the other test
28
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configurations relative to the conical nozzle, are presented in Figures 3-3
and 3-4. The directivity data indicate the expected front quadrant shock
noise amplification (for example, at 0i = 60 ° the amplification in PNL is
4.3 dB) and aft quadrant jet noise suppression (for example, at 8i = 130 °
the reduction in PNL is 3.5 dB) due to flight. The spectral comparison
presented in Figure 3-4 indicates, as expected, a Doppler shift of the
shock-associated peak frequency to higher frequencies in the front quadrant,
lower values in the aft quadrant, and no change in theneighborhood of 90 ° .
3.1.2 Scaling of Static Acoustic Data
Current static acoustic scaling procedures for jet noise are based on
an agreement of normalized far-field acoustic data of geometrically similar
model and full-size nozzles. The normalization method mainly consists of
sound pressure level changes proportional to the ratio of
full-scale-to-model-size areas (which is assumed also equal to the ratio of
the corresponding weight flow rates) and frequency shifts that maintain a
constant Strouhal number (fDIV) for a given jet velocity. This later criteria
results in shift of the ll3-octave band center frequency proportional to the
ratio of the diameters of the two nozzles. The resultant spectrum is
extrapolated next to a constant arc or sideline distance using the inverse
square law and standard day atmospheric attenuations. This scaling procedure
(see Figure 2-5 for a data scaling flow chart) has been found to be valid in
the case of single stream unsuppressed and suppressed nozzles of turbojets
(Ref. II). It is one of the objectives of this investigation to validate this
static scaling procedure for unsuppressed and suppressed coannular
configurations with inverted velocity profiles.
At the present time, single engine data are available from the 19F8
YJI01 VCE tests (with a treated inlet) having an unsuppressed coannular nozzle
with an inverted velocity profile and a conical baseline nozzle (Ref. 7).
These results, extrapolated to a common total exhaust area of 0.9032 m 2
(1,400 in. 2) and sideline distance of 731.5 meters (2,400 feet) are compared
in this subsection with the corresponding extrapolated data of scale-model
similitude unsuppressed coannular (Model 8) and conical (Model 5) nozzles of
this program. While the similitude scale-model suppressor (Model 10.1) data
were measured during this investigation (and presented later in this section),
their comparison with similar engine data cannot be made at this time as the
planned YJ101 VCE tests with suppressor nozzles have been cancelled.
3.1.2.1 Conical Nozzle Scaling
A comparison of the extrapolated conical nozzle PNL data obtained from
engine and model static tests at e i = 60°, 90 °, 130 °, and 140 ° is
presented in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 over a range of operating flow conditions.
An examination of the data indicates a good correlation over the test range.
Comparisons of PNL directivity and selected spectral data of model and
engine conical nozzle results at a typical AST takeoff condition of Vj =
F00 mlsec (~2,300 fps) are presented in Figure 3-7. For a given ll3-octave
band, the data indicate an average deviation of less than 2 dB between the two
sets of results.
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3.1.2.2 Coannular Nozzle (With Inverted Velocity Profile) Scalin K
The normalized PNLma x comparison between the YJI01 engine and the
geometrically similar Model 8 coannular nozzle (Ar = 0.2, R_ = 0.853)
over the test velocity range is provided in Figure 3-8. A good agreement
between the two sets of data is noted for values of V_ ix > 460 m/sec
(~1,500 fps). The disagreement observed at lower velocities is due to the
contamination of engine jet spectra with the turbomachinery noise.
Individual OASPL, PNL directivity and spectral comparisons between the
engine and similitude model data at reasonably well-matched aerodynamic flow
variables that simulate a typical AST engine takeoff condition are presented
in Figures 3-9 and 3-10. Similar comparisons at typical AST engine approach
conditions are provided in Figures 3-11 and 3-12. An examination of the model
spectral data indicates the presence of a shock-screech tone in the model data
and no such tone in the engine data. However, the good agreement noted
otherwise between the model and engine spectral data at all angles confirms
the adopted scaling procedure.
In summary, the results of the scale-model study confirm the
conventional diametric scaling method adopted to extrapolate model size
to typical AST nozzle characteristics over a range of velocities from takeoff
to approach.
3.1.3 Flisht Acoustic Data of Similitude Unsuppressed Coannular
Nozzle (Model 8)
The effect of flight on the acoustic characteristics of a number of
high radius-ratio (for example, Rr = 0.853 and 0.902) unsuppressed coannular
plug nozzles has been discussed in Reference 2. In this subsection, the data
measured during this program on the similitude unsuppressed coannular plug
nozzle (Model 8, R r = 0.853 and Ar = 0.2) are presented and discussed to
verify that the coannular nozzle benefit obtained under static conditions
relative to the conical baseline nozzle is retained in flight.
The static and simulated flight measured PNL data of the similitude
unsuppressed coannular nozzle at 8 i = 130 ° and 60 ° are presented in
Figures 3-13 and 3-14, respectively. The coannular nozzle data are compared
in these figures with the static and simulated flight conical baseline nozzle
data that were presented earlier in Figures 3-2 and 3-1. The comparison
indicates that, in the region of mixed jet conditions that are of interest in
a typical AST/VCE application (V_ ix > 580 m/sec or 1,950 fps,
p_ix > 2.5), the coannular nozzl_ benefits observed under static
tests relative to a conical nozzle are retained in flight. This is made clear
from the static and simulated flight PNL-directivity and spectral comparisons
between the unsuppressed coannular plug nozzle (Model 8) and conical baseline
nozzle data that are, respectively, presented in Figures 3-15 and 3-16. The
data in these figures correspond to a typical AST/VCE takeoff mixed condition
V_ ix -700 m/sec (2,300 fps). They confirm, under flight,of the
static measured PNL benefits obtained with the coannular nozzle relative to a
conical nozzle. For example, the PNL benefit of 6.0 and 5.5 dB established,
respectively, at 8i = 60 ° and 130 ° during static tests (Figure 3-15) is
retained mostly during the simulated flight tests (Figure 3-16) as well.
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Figure 3-11. Comparison of Model and YJIOI Engine Measured Coannular Plug
Nozzle PNL- and OASPL-Directivity Data at AST Approach Condi-
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Figure 3-13. Comparison of Normalized PNL at 0 i = 130 ° for Similitude
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Figure 3-17 demonstrates the effect of flight (Vac ~ 122 m/sec or
400 fps) on the PNL directivity and typical spectral data of similitude
coannular nozzle at a typical AST takeoff condition (V_ Ix -
2,300 fps). The data indicate that, for example, a 4.2 and 3.1 dB flight
amplification and suppression are observed at 8i = 60" and 130 ° ,
respectively . A comparison of this figure with similar results obtained with
conical baseline nozzle (Figure 3-3) indicates that, for equivalent mixed
conditions, the effect of flight on the similitude coannular static results is
very similar to those observed with the conical baseline nozzle.
3.1.4 Evaluation of Mechanical Suppressors
During this program, acoustic measurements have been conducted with the
following four dual flow nozzles (with inverted velocity profiles) having
mechanical suppressors in each of their outer streams:
. Similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor with a convergent inner
.... I_ (Model in i. Ar = n 9 mo = 0-764)
2. Similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor with a convergent-divergent
inner nozzle (Model 10.2: A r at throat = 0.2, R_ = 0.764)
3. 20-shallow-chute suppressor of DOT program (Ref. II) modified for a
system area ratio AT = 0.2 (R_ = 0.716)
4. 40-shallow-chute suppressor of DOT program (Ref. II) modified for a
system area ratio A r = 0.2 (R_ = 0.716)
Geometrical details of these configurations were presented in Subsections
2.4.4 through 2.4.7. Comparison of the significant dimensions of the
similitude 20-shallow-chute model with those of the modified DOT
20-shallow-chute suppressor is provided in Table 2-II. In this subsection,
the measured acoustic data of these four suppressor configurations ace
presented. The data are compared with the data of conical baseline and
similitude coannular plug nozzles in order to establish the suppression levels
of the tested configurations.
3.1.4.1 Acoustic Characteristics of the Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute
Suppressor With ConverKent Inner Nozzle (Model I0.I)
The normalized PNL and OASPL at 8i = 130 ° for the similitude
20-shallow-chute suppressor with a convergent terminated inner nozzle and
measured during static and simulated flight tests are sunluarized in
Figures 3-18 and 3-19, respectively. (The results for Model 10.2 with a C-D
inner nozzle that are presented in these figures will be discussed in the next
section.) The data are presented as a function of I0 log (v_iX/aamb)
and were obtained over a range of flow variables that are typical of an
AST/VCE operating cycle conditions. The measured data are compared in each of
these figures with the corresponding data of the conical baseline and
similitude coannular nozzles (see Subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3). The
comparison indicates that under static conditions and at a mixed jet velocity
of 700 mps (or 2,300 fps, a typical AST takeoff condition) suppression to the
extent of 11.5 and 12 dB (relative to a baseline conical nozzle) is obtained
in the PNL and OASPL's at 8 i = 130 ° . However, the corresponding
suppressions during the simulated flight cases are observed to be 9 and 12 dB,
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respectively. This static-to-flight suppression loss (e.g., 3 dB in the PNL
data at e i = 130 °) and no loss in the corresponding OASPL suppression are
observed at all mass-averaged velocities greater than 1,600 fps. Similar
trends in the flight PNL data are observed at all aft angles. Normalized
OASPL data at 8 i = 120 ° are presented in Figure 3-20 to confirm the
observation made earlier that no static-to-flight suppression loss in the
measured aft angle OASPL data existed.
Typical forward angle PNL and OASPL data are presented in Figures 3-21
and 3-22 for the static and simulated flight cases, respectively. The data
are at ei = 60 ° and are presented as a function of the mixed stream
parameter 8elf. The data also are compared with those of the conical
baseline and similitude coannular nozzles. The data indicate that the
similitude suppressor configuration (Model I0.I) is not effective in reducing
the shock cell noise in the front quadrant under both static and flight
conditions_ In addition, for a given 8elf, the PNL and OASPL levels of
the similitude suppressor nozzle are observed, respectively, to be higher and
equal to those of the similitude coannular plug nozzle (Model 8) results.
A comparison of the PNL- and OASPL-directivities of the similitude
suppressor nozzle with the corresponding data of a conical baseline and
similitude coannular plug nozzle is provided in Figures 3-23 and 3-24.
The peak noise level with the suppressor nozzle is observed to occur at
e i = 120 ° while those of the conical and coannular plug nozzles are at
8 i = 130 °. Relative to the coannular nozzle, considerable suppression is
observed at inlet angles greater than 130 ° . These observations are applicable
to both PNL and OASPL aft angle data and under both static and simulated
flight conditions. In the front quadrant, as noted earlier, the similitude
suppressor nozzle is not effective in reducing the PNL levels relative to the
coannular plug nozzle.
Typical spectral data corresponding to the flow conditions of
Figures 3-23 and 3-24 are provided in Figure 3-25. An examination of this
figure indicates significant amount of reduction in low and high frequency SPL
levels relative to a conical nozzle at all aft angles. However, the PNL
increase observed earlier in the front quadrant data of the similitude
suppressor relative to the coannular plug nozzle can be accounted due to the
presence of high frequency noise of the suppressor elements. Also, there
appears to be no significant high frequency benefit relative to the coannular
plug nozzle at the aft angles. This is particularly true in the flight
cases. In addition, the relative relationship between the high and low
frequency SPL levels of the suppressor is observed to be different under
static and simulated flight conditions. This is made clear by the spectral
comparison presented in Figure 3-26 wherein the static and flight spectra of
the suppressor nozzle (earlier presented in Figures 3-24 and 3-25) are
replotted referenced to one another. An examination of this figure indicates
that in the aft quadrant a significant flight suppression is observed in the
low and midfrequency range SPL levels. However, there is no change and
perhaps even a small increment in the high frequency flight SPL data relative
to the static levels. This observation in the high frequency ranges is
opposite to the trend earlier noted with the conical and coannular plug
nozzles (Figures 3-4 and 3-17, respectively). In the latter cases, a
significant reduction in both the frequency ranges has been observed with
flight. These trends affect the PNL and OASPL calculations differently, hence
the earlier noted differences in the PNL and OASPL suppression levels achieved
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Inner (Model i0.i) and C-D Terminated Inner (Model 10.2)
Nozzles.
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by the similitude suppressor in flight. This is made clear by the data in
Figure 3-27. In this figure, the PNL and OASPL directivity for the test case
of Figure 3-26 is compared with the corresponding flight data. An examination
of this figure relative to similar sets of data of conical and coannular plug
nozzle (Figures 3-3 and 3-17) demonstrate the differences between these three
configurations in their forward quadrant flight amplification and aft quadrant
flight suppression• A similar observation has been made in Reference 17 based
on static and flight tests with a conical and 32-chute-suppressor
configuration.
In summary, it is noted that comparable OASPL suppression levels in the
aft quadrant are achieved by the similitude suppressor under static and
simulated flight conditions. However, a static-to-flight suppression loss of
3 dB is observed in the corresponding PNL results• This is mainly due to the
no change observed between the static and simulated flight SPL levels of the
high frequency premerged noise of the similitude suppressor• In addition,
significant suppression is achieved with this configuration, under both static
and simulated flight conditions, at low and middle range frequencies. In the
forward quadrant, the similitude suppressor is observed to be ineffective in
3.1.4.2 Effectiveness of C-D Termination on the Inner Stream of
the Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Configuration (Model 10•2)
In order to determine the acoustic benefits of incorporating a C-D
termination on the inner stream of the similitude suppressor, the Model 10.2
nozzle has been tested under both static and simulated flight conditions. The
inner C-D termination is designed for a complete expansion at a pressure ratio
P_ = 2.6. In order to determine the effectiveness of the C-D termination
on the inner nozzle, aco_stic tests were conducted over an inner stream
pressure ratio range of 2.2 to 2.9. The outer stream was kept constant at
AST/VCE takeoff condition of P_ ~ 3.25. Typical forward and aft
quadrant PNL and OASPL data of the Model 10.2 nozzle were presented earlier in
Figures 3-18 through 3-22. The data have been compared in these figures with
the corresponding data of the similitude suppressor having the convergent
terminated inner nozzle (Model I0.I). The results indicate no significant
acoustic benefits in the front quadrant due to the C-D terminated inner nozzle
under both static and simulated flight conditions• In addition, there appears
to be no definitive trends to indicate any benefit in the aft quadrant
acoustic data. This is made further clear in Figure 3-28 where the measured
PNL60 and normalized PNLI30 data of Model 10.2 nozzle is replotted as a
function of P_. The acoustic data of Model I0.I, obtained with the
convergent terminated inner configuration at P_ = 2.6 (which is the
design condition of the C-D termination of Model 10.2) also is indicated on
this figure.
The static and simulated flight PNL- and OASPL-directivities, and
typical spectra of the similitude suppressor nozzle with its C-D inner stream
operating at its design flow condition are presented in Figures 3-29 through
3-31. The data are compared in these figures with the corresponding data of
the similitude suppressor with the convergent terminated inner nozzle
(Model I0.I) to indicate no significant inner C-D effect.
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3.1.4.3 Acoustic Characteristics of the Modified DOT 20- and 40-
Shallow-Chute-Suppressor Nozzles
The aft angle normalized PNL and OASPL levels of the two modified DOT
suppressors measured at 0 i = 120 ° and 130 ° are presented in Figures 3-32
through. 3-35. In these figures, the data are presented as a function of I0
log (v_iX/aamb). Similiar to those of the similitude suppressor
configuration (Model I0.I), the data were obtained over a range of flow
variables that are typical of an AST/VCE operating cycle. The measured data
are compared in each of these figures with the data of the conical baseline
nozzle and the similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle. An examination
of these figures indicates that, on an overall basis, no significant
differences in the aft angle acoustic data exist between the similitude and
DOT 20-shallow-chute suppressor models. However, the 40-shallow-chute model
is observed to yield a lower PNL value at 0 i = 130 ° relative to the
20-shallow-chute models to the extent of 1.5 and 2.5 dB under static and
simulated flight conditions, respectively, at relativel V low V_ ix
• • J 3 °
Thls addltional suppression with the 40-shallow-chute model is noted at all
mixed velocities that are less than the typical AST takeoff velocity of
V_ ix - 2,300 fps At velocities greater than the 2,300 ft/sec, the3.
nolse levels of the 20-shallow-chute models are lower than those of the
40-element suppressor.
Typical forward angle PNL60 and PNLgo data are presented in
Figures 3-36 and 3-37 for the static and simulated flight cases,
respectively. The data are presented as a function of the mixed stream
parameter 8 elf. While the data of the two 20-shallow-chute suppressors
agree, the 40-shallow-chute nozzle is observed to yield a better shock noise
suppression over the range of test conditions. For example, at a typical AST
takeoff condition, the 40-shallow-chute suppressor is observed to yield an
additional static shock noise suppression of 4.5 and 3 PNdB at 8 i = 60 °
and 90 °, respectively, relative to the 20-shallow-chute models. The
corresponding suppression during the simulated flight tests are observed to be
5 and 4 PNdB. However, it should be noted that the benefit of the 40-chute
nozzle relative to the 20-chute diminishes at higher effective pressure ratios.
The static and simulated flight PNL- and OASPL-directivities of the
suppressor nozzles at a takeoff V_ Ix ~ 2300 fps are provided in
Figures 3-38 and 3-39, respectively. Again, no significant differences are
observed between the 20-shallow-chute nozzles data. However, the DOT
40-shallow-chute nozzle is observed to yield a peak noise level at
0 i = 140 ° while the peak level in the 20-shallow-chute nozzles data is at
8 i = 120 ° . The significant observation is in the considerable
static-to-flight suppression achieved in the aft quadrant PNL and OASPL data
of the 40-shallow-chute nozzle in contrast to what was observed earlier with
the data of the 20-shallow-chute nozzles.
Typical spectral data corresponding to the flow conditions of
Figures 3-38 and 3-39 are presented in Figures 3-40 and 3-41. At first, the
significant differences in the front quadrant shock noise levels of the 20-
and 40-shallow-chute suppressor nozzles are highlighted. Then, the
significant flight suppression in the aft quadrant SPL levels of the
40-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle at all frequencies except at the extreme
high frequencies, in contrast to what was observed earlier with the
20-shallow-chute data, is noted by comparing Figure 3-40c with Figure 3-41c.
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In summary, the data indicate no significant differences between the
acoustic characteristics of the similitude and DOT-modified 20-shallow-chute
coannular plug nozzles. However, the modified DOT 40-shallow-chute nozzle is
observed to result in better shock noise suppression in the front quadrant
relative to the 20-shallow-chute nozzles. In the aft quadrant, the
40-shallow-chute configuration results in a lower PNL data for V_ ix <
~ 2,300 fps. For velocities greater than this range, the 20-shallow-chute
nozzle is observed to yield lower PNL data.
3.1.4.4 Effect of Velocity Ratio
In order to evaluate the effect of the velocity ratio on the acoustic
characteristics of the modified DOT 20-shallow-chute nozzle, tests have been
conducted with different ratios of the inner to outer stream velocities. This
was obtained by holding the outer stream velocity constant at V_ = 2,480
fps and varying the inner stream velocity V_ from 990 to 1,740 fps so as
to achieve velocity ratios of 0.4 to 0.7. _he measured static and simulated
flight (Vac= 400 fps) acoustic data are summarized in Figures 3-42 and
3-43, respectively. The data include normalized PNL at 8 i = 120 ° (which
is also the PNLmax), and PWL and v_3ix as a function of the velocity
ratio. An examination of the figures indicates that a change in the velocity
ratio in the range of 0.4 to 0.7 had no significant effect upon the peak noise
levels.
In order to normalize the acoustic data to a constant V_ ix, a
regression analysis was performed using the acoustic data in t_e velocity
of V_ ix = 1,900 to 2,400 ft/sec. The measured normalizedrange peak
PNL data have been normalized to a constant V_ _x and are presented also
in Figures 3-42 and 3-43. The data indicate a ±0.5 dB difference in the
peak PNL data of the modified DOT 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle over the
velocity ratio range of 0.4 to 0.7.
3.1.4.5 Additional Comments
The objective of the free-jet transformation process employed during
the data reduction procedure is to modify the far-field SPL spectra that are
measured at various angles to the jet axis during a simulated free-jet
experiment so as to yield SPL spectra that would have been obtained during an
actual flight.
A generalized description of the transformation procedure, along with
the modifications and refinements that have been incorporated over the years,
has been summarized in detail in References 3 and 17. In this procedure, an
empirical formula to account for the free-jet turbulence absorption is
employed that limits it to maximum of 3 dB cutoff. This absorption
coefficient is also a function of the frequency.
Some typical results are presented in this section that compare the
simulated flight data with and without the turbulence correction. The data
obtained with the conical baseline, modified DOT 20- and 40-shallow-chute
suppressor nozzles are presented in Figures 3-44 through 3-46. The data in
these figures correspond to a mass-averaged exhaust velocity of V_ ix
- 2,300 fps. An examination of these figures indicates that at aft angles
corresponding to the peak values in PNL the turbulence correction accounts for
2, 3, and 2.5 dB in the flight data of conical, modified DOT 20- and
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40-shallow-chute nozzles, respectively. The differences are mainly due to the
relative relationships between the low and high frequency SPLS of these
configurations. The higher the high frequency content, higher is the
turbulence correction applied.
The empirical turbulence correction has been obtained using the data of
conical nozzles. Because of the significant differences in high frequency
content of the aft angle suppressor spectra, the data seem to suggest that the
empirical expression as used needs to be further examined and possibly
modified for use in the flight transformation of the suppressor data.
3.1.5 Effectiveness of Convergent-Divergent Flowpath for Reduction of
Shock Cell Noise; Sinsle Flow Unsuppressed C-D Annular Plu K
Nozzle (Model 9.1)
Shock cell broadband noise is a significant contributor to the total
noise radiated from jets operating at supercritical pressure ratios. In fact,
it has been identified in Reference 3 as a potential engine noise problem for
an AST at takeoff, in an effort to reduce the shock cell noise, static tests
have been conducted (Refs. 2 and 12 through 14) with C-D nozzles. From
ambient temperature single flow static tests with circular nozzles having C-D
termination that was designed for an ideal expansion at a Mach number of 1.5,
the effectiveness of a C-D termination in the reduction of shock cell noise
has been demonstrated in Reference 13. In addition, the data of Reference 13
indicate a reduction of 6 dB in the OAPWL of a circular C-D nozzle at its
design condition relative to a convergent conical nozzle also operating at the
same condition. It is the objective of this program to demonstrate with
heated jets and under both static and simulated flight conditions, the
effectiveness of a properly designed C-D flowpath in the control of the shock
cell noise of both annular and coannular unsuppressed plug nozzles. The
single flow C-D annular plug nozzle (Model 9.1) forward quadrant acoustic data
are presented and the C-D effectiveness is discussed in this subsection.
Acoustic results obtained with dual stream C-D coannular plug nozzles (Models
9.2 through 9.4) are presented separately in Subsection 3.1.6.
The convergent-divergent annular plug nozzle (Model 9.1), the details
of which are presented in Figure 2-9, is designed for a shock-free flow at an
exit jet Mach number Mj of 1.44 (Pr = 3.3 and TT = 1,760 ° R). The
radius ratio Rr at the throat and exit are 0.855 and 0.789, respectively.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the designed C-D contour in the control of
shock cell noise at and in the vicinity of its shock-free condition, static
and simulated flight (Vac~ 122 m/sec or 400 fps) tests were conducted
over a pressure ratio range of 2.94 to 3.54 (i.e., Mj = 1.34 to 1.48). The
PNL data measured in a typical forward quadrant angle of 8 i = 60 ° are
plotted in Figure 3-47 as a function of shock strength parameter _. The
data are compared in this figure with the results of the circular conical
baseline nozzle (Model 5). An examination of the figure indicates a broad
region of effectiveness of C-D design in reducing the foward quadrant shock
noise under both static and simulated flight conditions. In addition, this
figure indicates that, at e i = 60 ° , a maximum reduction of 6.5 and 9 dB is
obtained with the use of the C-D annular plug nozzle (Model 9.1) relative to a
conical nozzle under static and simulated flight conditions, respectively.
The jet Mach number corresponding to this maximum effective condition is
observed, under both static and simulated flight conditions, to be M= = 1.43
(Pr = 3.24) which is close to the C-D design condition of Mj = 1.44 _Pr
= 3.3). The overall effectiveness of the C-D contour in th_ reduction of
87
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shock cell noise over the supersonic test range is demonstrated by the data
presented in Figures 3-48 (a) and (b) which summarize, respectively, all of
the measured forward quadrant (0i = 40° through 90 °) static and simulated
flight PNL data.
Since no diagnostic (e.g., Schlieren or LV) tests were scheduled with
the Model 9 series of nozzles, it cannot be ascertained at this time whether
all of the shock cell noise has been eliminated by the C-D annular nozzle at
its maximum effective condition. However, an estimation can be made by
comparing the forward quadrant static data measured at the maximum effective
flow condition with the corresponding simulated flight data. If such a
comparison indicates no or minimal forward quadrant noise amplification due to
flight, then it can be inferred that the shock cell noise has been mitigated
considerably by the C-D design. Such a comparison at Mj ~ 1.43 is
presented in Figure 3-49 along with a similar set of results obtained with the
circular conical baseline nozzle (Model 5). An examination of this figure
indicates a comparatively small amount of flight amplification of the front
quadrant C-D annular nozzle (Model 9.1) static data (for example, 1.2 dB
amplification for Model 9.1 compared to 5.0 dB amplification for conical
nozzle, both being measured at 8i = 60°). Hence, it is concluded that,
while the forward quadrant shock cell noise is not completely eliminated by
the current C-D design, it is mitigated by a significant amount.
Static and simulated flight front quadrant spectral data of Model 9.1
at its maximum effective condition (Mj = 1.43) are, respectively, presented
in Figures 3-50 and 3-51. Therein, the data are compared with the
corresponding conical baseline nozzle data. While, for a quantitative
comparison, the C-D annular plug nozzle data need to be compared with a
convergent annular plug nozzle data (these are planned currently under a
separate contract), the data presented in Figures 3-50 and 3-51 qualitatively
confirm the significant C-D/plug benefit observed in the front quadrant over
the entire frequency range of interest.
Typical front quadrant simulated flight spectral data of the C-D
annular plug nozzle (Model 9.1) at Pr ~ 2.9, 3.05 and 3.24 are presented
in Figure 3-52. These data indicate that over a broad range of frequencies
the sound pressure levels measured at the off-design pressure ratio of 2.9
decrease as the pressure ratio is increased to the maximum effective condition
of 3.24. This decrease in the SPL's with an increase in the pressure ratio
indicates a weakening of the shock cell structure as the optimum operating
condition of the C-D annular plug nozzle is reached.
The qualitative effectiveness of the C-D annular plug nozzle [Model
9.1: (Rr)throat = 0.855, (Rr)exit = 0.789] has been demonstrated so
far by comparing the measured data with that of a conical baseline nozzle
(Model 5). As earlier mentioned, the data need to be compared with those of
an equivalent convergent annular plug nozzle having an exit radius ratio equal
to that of the C-D annular plug nozzle at its exit plane. While no such
configuration was tested specifically during this program, a review of
scale-model nozzle tests over the years at GE revealed sets of data of two
comparable convergent annular plug nozzles obtained during the DOT program
(Ref. 11). These nozzles, referred to as Model 4 and Model 5 in Reference 11,
were cylindrical shroud plug nozzles (exhaust area = 11.05 in. 2) with
convergent flow geometry and having an exit plane radius ratio of 0.789 and
0.853, respectively. The farfield acoustic data were obtained in an outdoor
89
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Figure 3-49. Front Quadrant Noise Amplification Due to Flight
(Vac= 400 fps) of a Conical and Convergent-Divergent
Annular Plug Nozzle at AST/VCE Takeoff Condition.
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static facility and are reported in Reference II scaled to a nozzle exhaust
area of 0.218 m2 (338 in. 2) and extrapolated to a 731.5 m (2,400 ft)
sideline. The current C-D annular plug nozzle static PNL data at 8 i =
60 °, scaled to the above-mentioned size, are presented in Figure 3-53 as a
function of shock strength parameter B and are compared with the corresponding
data of the two convergent annular plug nozzles. This comparison indicates
that the magnitude of the C-D benefit at 8 i = 60 ° relative to a convergent
plug nozzle, with both operating at the maximum effective C-D nozzle
condition, is (1) 3.6 dB when the exit radius ratio of the convergent and C-D
annular plug nozzles are both equal to 0.789, and (2) 2.3 dB when the exit
radius ratio of the convergent configuration is equal to that of the C-D
nozzle at its throat. In addition, the data of Figure 3-53 confirm the
existence of a C-D benefit over a range of off-design flow conditions.
Comparison of forward quadrant PNL- and OASPL-directivities and
selected spectra of the C-D annular plug nozzle (Model 9.1) at its maximum
effective condition with corresponding convergent annular plug nozzle data of
Model 5 of Reference 11 is provided in Figure 3-54.
3.1.6 Effectiveness of ConverKent-DiverKent Flowpath for Reduction of
Shock Cell Noise_ Dual Flow Unsuppressed Coannular Plug Nozzles
(Models 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4)
The effectiveness of a suitably designed C-D flowpath on an annular
plug nozzle in mitigating the shock cell noise was established in the previous
subsection. In this subsection, the effectiveness of the C-D flowpath on dual
flow, unsuppressed coannular plug nozzles is demonstrated using the acoustic
data of the following three dual flow configurations:
, Model 9.2: Outer stream nozzle is the C-D contoured Model 9.1
(maximum effective at M_ = 1.43) and the inner nozzle is
convergent with the inner flow subsonic (M_ - 0.911
2. Model 9.3: Outer nozzle is convergent with an inner C-D nozzle
designed for optimum expansion at M_ = 1.38 (P_ = 3.1)
3. Model 9.4: An all C-D coannular nozzle assembled using the outer
C-D nozzle of Model 9.2 and the inner C-D nozzle of Model 9.3.
The acoustic data obtained with Models 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 are presented and
discussed next in Subsections 3.1.6.1 and 3.1.6.2.
3.1.6.1 Dual Flow Unsuppressed Coannular Plug Nozzle with a C-D
Outer and a Convergent Inner
The C-D effectiveness of a coannular plug nozzle, having a C-D flowpath
for a supersonic outer stream and a convergent flowpath for a subsonic inner
stream, from the point of view of shock cell noise reduction, is deduced from
the data presented in Figure 3-55. In this figure, the forward quadrant
static PNL data of conical baseline nozzle (Model 51, similitude unsuppressed
coannular plug nozzle with convergent exhausts on both the streams (Model 8),
and the coannular plug nozzle having a C-D outer and a convergent inner (Model
9.21 are compared with their corresponding simulated flight (Vac- 122
m/sec or 400 fps) measured PNL results. The flow conditions of the outer
stream of both Models 8 and 9.2 correspond to the maximum effective operating
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condition (M_ ~ 1.43) of the outer C-D nozzle that was individually
determined during the Model 9.1 C-D annular plug nozzle tests. The flow
conditions on the convergent inner stream of both the Model 8 and 9.2 nozzles
are maintained subsonic. In addition, the aero conditions of the mixed
streams of the three configurations correspond to a typical AST/VCE takeoff
condition. An examination of this figure indicates that the flight
amplification of the front quadrant static data is a minimum for the Model 9.2
data. For example, amplification by 1.7, 4.4 and 5.0 dB due to flight is
observed in the static PNL data at e = 60 ° of Model 9.2, Model 8, and
conical baseline nozzle, respectively. From this observation, it is
qualitatively concluded that, similar to the single flow C-D annular plug
nozzle (Model 9.1), the forward quadrant shock noise of the coannular Model
9.2 though not completely eliminated is mitigated to a significant extent.
Spectral comparison between the conical baseline, Models 8 and 9.2
forward quadrant static data at the flow conditions of Figure 3-55 are
presented in Figure 3-56. The corresponding data obtained during the
simulated flight tests are presented in Figure 3-57. An examination of these
figures indicates that the C-D benefit of the outer stream of Model 9.2 over
the convergent Model 8 results is not observed strongly in the static spectral
data. However, a significant reduction in the broadband shock noise during a
simulated flight is indicated with the Model 9.2 data relative to the results
of Model 8.
During the initial phase of the analyses of Model 9.2 shock cell noise
data, efforts were made to substantiate the earlier determined maximum
effective condition of the single stream C-D nozzle but currently having the
subsonic inner stream. At first, this was achieved by comparing the Model 9.2
PNL data at e = 60 ° with those of the C-D annular plug nozzle (Model 9.1)
using the C-D stream condition (B°) as the shock correlating parameter. This
comparison for both the static and simulated flight tests is presented in
Figure 3-58. An examination of this figure indicates that the range of outer
stream pressure ratios during which the outer C-D nozzle is effective in
mitigating the shock cell noise is more or less independent of the presence or
absence of the subsonic inner stream. Hence, the maximum C-D effective
condition (i.e., Mj ~ 1.43) determined from the Model 9.1 C-D annular
nozzle tests can be considered also as the maximum C-D effective condition of
the outer stream of the Model 9.2. In addition, the comparison that is
presented in Figure 3-58 seems to suggest at the outset that with the C-D
outer stream at its maximum effective condition the presence of the subsonic
inner stream results in a 2.5 dB reduction in the PNL of the single flow C-D
annular plug nozzle at e = 60 °. However, a reexamination of the mixed
stream flow variables for a given C-D stream condition indicates that they
differ considerably and thereby produce different thrusts. This is made clear
by the aerodynamic and performance data that are tabulated on the top of
Figure 3-58. Therefore, this suggests that, similar to using a mixed stream
velocity V_3ix as the correlating parameter for aft angle coannular jet
noise data (Ref. 15), a mixed stream parameter must be employed as the
characteristic function to correlate the front quadrant coannular shock noise
test results. In this report, the mixed stream parameter Belf defined as
= -- I
i00
Symbol Model
O 5
O 8
0 9.2
o o o i l_ix mix mix
Flowpath p_ TT Vj P_ T T Vj _ T T Vj
Cony. 3.17 1700 2490 - - 3.17 1700 2410
Outer Cony. 3.30 1750 2490 1.45 930 1060 3.01 1680 2340
Inner Cony.
Outer C.D. & 3.25 1760 2480 1.73 900 1250 296 1640 2305
Inner Cony.
a Data Scaled to Produce Size: A T - 0.903 m 2 (1400 in. 2) and 731.5 m
(2400 ft) Sideline
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where
= -I :y=l.4
y-I
is used as the characteristic parameter for cQ_relating coannular nozzle shock
• . e_ .
noise data. The effectmve pressure ratmo, P_ , in the above expression is
• e ,K- ,
obtained from the followlng equatmon that ms dermved from momentum
considerations:
peff pO + pi A
= r r r
r I+A
r
The earlier presented coannular plug nozzle PNL data of Model 9.2 at 0 = 60 °
have been so correlated and are presented in Figure 3-59 along with the data
of C-D annular plug nozzle. An examination of this figure indicates an
acceptable correlation between the two sets of data under both static and
simulated flight conditions. Henceforth, all the coannular nozzle shock cell
noise data are correlated based on the above defined characteristic
correlating parameter 6elf.
Additional confirmation of the effectiveness of the C-D outer nozzle of
coannular nozzle Model 9.2 in mitigating the shock cell noise is provided in
Figure 3-60. In this figure, the Model 9.2 PNL data at 8 i = 60 ° obtained
with the inner stream operating at a subcritical condition (P_ ~ 1.7)
and the C-D outer stream pressure ratio P_ varied from 2.9 to 3.5 is
compared with similar data for coannular nozzle Model IA (Ar = 0.2 and
R_ = 0.853) of Reference 2. The outer nozzle of Model IA has been
designed for a perfect expansion at P_ N 3.2 by simply extending the
outer shroud such that the required area ratio for the expansion of the
supersonic stream is reached just downstream of the throat. The convergent
inner nozzle similar to that of Model 9.2 was operated also at a subcritical
condition (P_ ~ 1.6). This comparison demonstrates the necessity and
the resultant acoustic benefit of a suitable contour on the C-D termination
relative to no benefit obtained with the Model IA nozzle that was designed
with no specific contouring procedures.
Typical front quadrant PNL-directivity and spectral data of coannular
plug nozzles with outer convergent (Model 8), outer C-D but with no contour
(Model IA), and outer C-D with effective contour (Model 9.2) are presented in
Figures 3-61 through 3-62. The inner nozzles of these three configurations
were convergent with a subsonic inner stream. The data, particularly the
flight results, demonstrate the importance and the necessity of an effective
contouring of the C-D termination.
3.1.6.2 Dual Flow Unsuppressed Coannular PInK Nozzle with C-D Flow-
paths on Both Outer and Inner Streams
Results, obtained with and without a subsonic inner stream, were
presented earlier in Subsections 3.1.5 and 3.1.6.1 to demonstrate the
effectiveness of a convergent-divergent outer nozzle in mitigating the shock
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Figure 3-60. Effect of Proper Contouring Procedures on the C-D Termination.
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cell noise. The presented data also indicated the procedure employed in
selecting the maximum effective condition of the C-D outer nozzle to be
M_ ~ 1.43 (P_ ~ 3.24) which reasonably agrees with the
isentropic shock-free design condition of M_ = 1.44 (P_ = 3.3). In
this subsection, the acoustic data of an all C-D coannular configuration
consisting of the above-mentioned C-D outer nozzle and a C-D inner nozzle
designed for a shock-free condition at M_ = 1.38 (P_ = 3.1) are
presented to demonstrate the total effectiveness of C-D flowpaths on
unsuppressed coannular plug nozzles. The data used to determine the inner
stream optimum conditions also are presented in this subsection.
Selection of the Optimum C-D Inner Nozzle Condition
In order to verify the shock-free design condition and to determine the
region of C-D effectiveness of the convergent-divergent inner nozzle, acoustic
data were measured over an inner stream pressure ratio range of 2.5 to 3.6
with an outer nozzle that is
1. Convergent and operated subsonic at M_ ~ 0.91 (P_ ~
1.71) with T_ = 1,200 ° R (Model 9.3)
2. C-D and operated at the optimum supersonic condition of M_ ~
1.43 (P_ ~ 3.24) with T_ = 1750 ° R (Model 9.4).
Typical forward quadrant PNL data, as a function of P_, measured during
these tests are summarized in Figure 3-64. An examination of this figure
indicates that the tested C-D inner nozzle is most effective in mitigating the
shock cell noise at (I) P_ ~ 3.25 when the outer stream is subsonic and
(2) P_ ~ 3.0 where the outer stream is supersonic and fully expanded
(at M_ ~ 1.43). In addition, the effectiveness of the C-D inner stream
which-is comparatively small in magnitude is observed over a wider range of
its operating pressure ratios for the case of the full expanded outer stream
when compared to the case of the subsonic outer stream.
C-D Coannular Nozzle Data
The C-D coannular nozzle (Model 9.4: A r = 0.212, R_ at exit =
0.789, R_ at throat = 0.855, R_ at exit = 0.908) is described in
detail in Section 2.4.3. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this C-D contour
in the control of shock noise, static and limited free-jet acoustic tests were
conducted over an operating pressure ratio range of 2.8 to 3.6 on both the
inner and outer streams. This pressure ratio range includes the optimum
conditions of the outer and inner C-D nozzles that were determined, as
described in earlier sections, as equal to 3.24 (M_ = 1.43) and 3.0
(M_ = 1.36), respectively. The PNL data at 60 ° obtained from these tests
are summarized in Figure 3-65 as a function of the mixed stream shock noise
correlating parameters Belf. The data are compared in these figures with
the conical baseline nozzle data. This comparison indicates that, during
static acoustic tests, the C-D coannular plug nozzle at its maximum effective
operating condition resulted in 5.8 dB reduction in PNL from that of an
equivalent conical baseline nozzle. The corresponding outer and inner nozzle
operating pressure ratios are 3.24 and 3.0, respectively, which coincide with
the optimum conditions determined from the earlier described tests. However,
the region of C-D effectiveness is smaller compared to that of the C-D annular
nozzle (Model 9.1).
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Figure 3-65. C-D Effectiveness in Shock Noise Reduction for a Coannular
Plug Nozzle with C-D Terminations on Both Inner and Outer Nozzles.
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Static front quadrant PNL-, OASPL-directivity, and spectral data of the
C-D coannular nozzle at its maximum effective operating condition is presented
in Figures 3-66 and 3-67. The data are compared in these figures with those
of the conical baseline nozzle (Model 5) and the similitude coannular nozzle
configuration (Model 8: A r = 0.194, R_ = 0.846, R_ = 0.933)
having convergent flowpaths at reasonably matched aerodynamic flow
conditions. The comparison of the convergent coannular nozzle directivity
data with those of the C-D coannular nozzle results indicate, in general, a
C-D benefit at all angles in the front quadrant. At $i = 60 °, for
example, the reduction in PNL relative to the convergent coannular nozzle is
2.3 dB. It is to be noted that this reduction is the same as what was
observed, under similar flow conditions, between the convergent annular and
C-D annular plug nozzles having exit radius ratios of 0.853 and 0.789,
respectively. The outer stream exit radius ratios of the Model 8 and Model
9.4 nozzles are 0.846 and 0.789, respectively. The spectral comparison of
Figure 3-67 indicates that in the front quadrant and at frequencies greater
than 250 Hz the C-D nozzle SPL's are less than those of the similitude
convergent coannular nozzle (Model 8). Simulated flight test data
corresponding to the static conditions of Figure 3-66 and 3-67 are presented
in Figure 3-68. While a benefit with the C-D nozzle relative to convergent
less in flight when compared to what was observed under static conditions.
Typical SPL benefits observed at the I/3-octave band center frequency of 1,000
Hz and in the front quadrant are indicated in Figures 3-67 and 3-68.
Additional comparisons of the static and simulated flight C-D coannular
nozzle data (Model 9.4) at flow conditions that are in the region of C-D
effectiveness with those of a second convergent coannular plug nozzle are
provided in Figures 3-69 and 3-70. The data of the later nozzle correspond to
those of Model 3 (Ar = 0.194, R_ = 0.853, R_ = 0.933) of Reference
2. The observations made based upon the data of Figures 3-67 and 3-68
correspond, in general, also to the data presented in Figures 3-69 and 3-70.
Off-Design Comparison of the C-D Coannular PluK Nozzle Data
Comparison of the static and simulated flight PNL data of the C-D
coannular plug nozzle (Model 9.4) at 8 i = 60 ° with available convergent
coannular plug nozzle (Model 8) test results over a range of operating
conditions is provided in Figure 3-71. The Model 8 data shown in this figure
correspond to supersonic operating conditions on both the inner and outer
streams. A reduction in the forward quadrant noise data with the C-D nozzle
is noted, under both static and flight conditions, over a region of off-design
conditions. Because of the completeness of the static data, the off-design
region is clearly indicated in Figure 3-71(a).
For comparative purposes, the PNL60 data of conical, C-D annular plug
(Model 9.1), and coannular plug (Model 9.2: C-D outer nozzle, convergent and
subsonic inner nozzle) nozzles are repeated in Figure 3-71.
3.1.6.3 Additional SiKnificant Observations with C-D Annular and
Coannular PluK Nozzles
Acoustic data measured in the front quadrant were presented in
Subsections 3.1.6.1 and 3.1.6.2 to demonstrate the region of C-D effectiveness
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and to indicate the magnitude of shock noise reduction observed with the
tested C-D nozzles (Models 9.1 through 9.4). In this section, typical aft
angle acoustic data measured during the course of those tests are presented
and discussed.
The normalized PNL data at 8i = 130" measured with the coannulac
plug nozzle having C-D flowpaths on both the outer and inner supersonic
streams (Model 9.4) as a function of 10 log (v_iX/aamb) are presented
in Figure 3-72. The data are compared in this figure with data obtained with
conical baseline nozzle (Model 5) and similitude coannular plug nozzle data
with convergent flowpaths on both the outer and inner supersonic streams. An
examination of this figure indicates that, for a given y_ Ix, the
coannular plug nozzle with C-D flowpaths resulted in a hlgher noise level in
the aft quadrant than the similitude convergent coannular plug nozzle. This
trend in data is opposite to the observation made earlier using the front
quadrant data of these two configurations wherein the C-D configuration
resulted in a shock noise reduction (Figure 3-71). A probable explanation for
this trend in the aft quadrant data is provided in the next paragraph.
It is to be recalled that the contoured design for the outer and inner
nozzles of the C-D coannular plug configuration resulted in lower radius
ratios (R_ = 0.789, R_ = 0.908) compared to those of the similitude
coannular, plug nozzle having convergent terminations (R_ = 0.846,
R_ = 0.933). It has been shown in Reference 15 that a decrease in the
outer stream radius ratio, for a given area ratio of coannular plug nozzles,
results in an increase in the aft angle jet noise. This conclusion has been
reached in Reference 15 after comparing the measured aft angle data of a
series of coannular plug nozzles with convergent terminations and having outer
stream radius ratios in the range of 0.853 to 0.902. A similar radius ratio
effect has been reported in Reference 11 by comparing the aft angle acoustic
data of convergent terminated annular plug nozzles with radius ratios in the
range of 0.59 to 0.853. In addition, it is shown in Reference 2 that a
decrement in the outer stream radius ratio from R1 to R 2 results in an
increment in the high frequency SPL's of the source spectrum by 50 log
R1/R 2. This empirical expression was derived from the measured SPL data
of a large number of fixed area-ratio coannular plug nozzles with convergent
terminations and having different outer stream radius ratios. Based on these
experimental observations reported elsewhere in literature, some of the
increment observed in the aft angle acoustic data of the C-D coannular plug
nozzle (Model 9.4) relative to the convergent configuration can be attributed
to the lower radius ratios of the model C-D nozzle.
Typical static PNL-directivity and aft quadrant spectral data of the
C-D coannular plug nozzle (Model 9.4) are presented in Figures 3-73 and 3-74.
The aerodynamic flow conditions correspond to the maximum effective condition
that was determined earlier from the analyses of the front quadrant data
(Figure 3-65). The measured data are compared in these figures with results
obtained with coannular plug nozzles having (I) convergent outer and inner
(Model 8) and (2) convergent outer and C-D inner (Model 9.3) and measured with
flow conditions that reasonably match those of the effective condition of the
all C-D nozzle. The acoustic data of Models 8 and 9.3 agree reasonably well
in the aft quadrant indicating no significant effect of a convergent-divergent
termination of the supersonic inner stream relative to a convergent exit.
However, as noted before, significant differences in aft quadrant data are
observed between the data of Models 9.4 and 8 which have C-D and convergent
terminations on the outer stream, respectively.
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Additional comparison of static PNL-directivity and aft quadrant
spectra of the coannular plug nozzle with C-D termination (Model 9.4) with
that of a second convergent terminated coannular plug nozzle (Model 3, Ref. 2,
A r = 0.194, R_ = 0.853, R_ = 0.933) is presented in Figures 3-75
and 3-76. Observations similar to those noted with the earlier set of data
are indicated again.
Further corroboration of the observations made above regarding the
effect of the radius ratio is presented in Figures 3-77 and 3-78. In Figure
3-77 the normalized PNL at 6i = 130 ° for the C-D annular nozzle (Model
9.1; Rr = 0.789) over a jet velocity range of 1,900 to 2,800 fps is compared
with the available data of convergent annular plug nozzles (Rr = 0.789 and
0.853) of DOT program (Reference 11; typical front quadrant data of these two
configurations have been presented earlier in Figure 3-53). An examination of
this figure indicates a good agreement of the C-D annular plug nozzle aft
quadrant data with those of the convergent annular plug nozzle having a radius
ratio equal to that of the C-D configuration. A decrease in the magnitude of
the jet noise of the convergent nozzle with an increase in its radius ratio is
indicated by the DOT data. Typical PNL-directivity and selected aft quadrant
spectral comparison between the C-D and convergent annular plug nozzles data,
with both configurations having R r = 0.789, is provided in Figure 3-78. The
figure confirms the aft quadrant agreement between the data of convergent and
C-D terminated annular plug nozzles, for a given set of flow conditions and a
radius ratio.
Based on these observations, it is concluded that the increment
observed in the aft angle acoustic data of C-D coannular plug nozzle (Model
9.4) relative to the convergent coannular plug nozzle (Model 8) is mainly
because of the differences in their outer stream radius ratios.
3.2 DIAGNOSTIC LASER VELOCIMETER RESULTS
The General Electric Laser Velocimeter (LV) system has been used under
earlier NASA contract efforts to measure themean and turbulent velocities of
scale-model nozzle plumes in the anechoic chamber (Reference 2) and engine
demonstrator nozzle plumes in an outdoor facility (Reference 7). The LV has
been found to be a useful diagnostic tool to explain some of the observed
acoustic characteristics through these velocity measurements. During this
investigation the LV system was employed to measure the plume characteristics
of the similitude 20-shallow-chute mechanical suppressor nozzle. The specific
objectives of this set of LV measurements were:
Compare the plume characteristics of the similitude
20-shallow-chute and the coannular plug and conical baseline nozzles
Evaluate the influence of free jet on the plume decay of the
similitude 20-shallow-chute nozzle
Compare the jet flow characteristics of the similitude
20-shallow-chute nozzle at typical takeoff and cutback cycle
conditions
Determine the influence of the inner stream termination (convergent
or convergent-divergent) on the plume decay.
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3.2.1 Plume Characteristics of the Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute, and
Coannular and Conical Baseline Nozzles
Figures 3-79 compare the axial variation of the normalized mean and
turbulent velocities of the similitude 20-shallow-chute nozzle, a coannular
plug nozzle, and a conical nozzle for a static case. The LV data of coannular
plug nozzle and conical nozzle are taken from Reference 2. The mass averaged
aerodynamic conditions are listed in Figures 3-79 and are seen to be
reasonably close. Whereas both the conical and the coannular nozzles exhibit
strong shock cell patterns along the nozzle center line, there is no shock
cell pattern along the nozzle centerline for the similitude 20-shallow-chute
suppressor nozzle indicating the rapid decay of the supersonic stream
(Figure 3-79(a). Also, the velocity decay rate for the conic nozzle is seen
to be the lowest, followed by the coannular nozzle and then the
20-shallow-chute nozzle, indicating that the mechanical suppressor nozzle has
an enhanced mixing rate compared to other nozzles. The enhanced mixing rate
of the mechanical suppressor nozzle is directly attributable to the increased
surface area of the jet that is available for shear by the ambient air. The
turbulent velocity variation shown in Figure 3-79(b) confirms the above
hypothesis. The turbulent velocity along the nozzle centerline for the
20-shallow-chute nozzle remains higher than others for X/Deq < 4 due to
the intense turbulent mixing that exists in the vicinity of the exit plane.
For XIDeq > 5, the jet stream of the 20-shallow-chute has itself decayed
considerably and the turbulence level is lower compared to the coannular and
conic nozzles.
Next, Figure 3-80 compares the typical radial profiles of the
20-shallow-chute and coannular and conic nozzles at XlD_q = 4 - 5. The
jet plume of the 20-shallow-chute nozzle has decayed the-most. Compared to
the coannular nozzle, the jet plume of the 20-shallow-chute nozzle has lower
peak velocities and has spread out more, reconfirming the high mixing rate of
the suppressor nozzles. The radial profile of the conic nozzle shows a dip
near the axis due to the presence of an oblique shock right at X/D = 5.1
[Figure 3-79(a)]. The radial profile of the coannular nozzle is asymmetric
due to geometric asymmetry in the nozzle (see Ref. 2 for a detailed discussion
on geometric asymmetry of coannular nozzles). The radial profile of the conic
nozzle almost envelopes both the coannular and 20-shallow-chute nozzles
indicating the poor mixing rate of conic nozzles.
The axial variation of the normalized mean and turbulent velocities of
the 20-shallow-chute and coannular and conic nozzles are compared for a flight
case (Vac = 400 fps) in Figures 3-81. The mixing rates of the three nozzles
in terms of the mean velocity decay [Figure 3-81(a)] and the turbulent
velocity variation [Figure 3-81(b)] for the flight case bear a similar
relationship to one another as in the static case. Figure 3-82 compares the
radial profile of the three nozzles at X/D_q = 4 - 5. As in the static
case, the radial profile of the conic nozzle envelopes those of the coannular
and 20-shallow-chute nozzles.
3.2.2 Influence of Free Jet on Plume Decay of 20-Shallow-Chute Nozzle
The primary influence of a free jet is to reduce the velocity gradient
between the jet and the ambient air thereby reducing the shear stress compared
to the static case. A reduction in shear stress results in a slower decay
rate of the mean velocity as well as lower turbulent velocities.
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Figure 3-83 compares the axial variation of the normalized mean
velocity and turbulent velocity of the 20-shallow-chute nozzle for a static
and a flight (Vac = 400 fps) case. Due to reduced shear because of the free
jet, the decay rate of the jet plume is seen to be lower for the flight case
[Figure 3-83(a)]. Figure 3-83(b) shows that the turbulent velocities in the
presence of a free jet are lower compared to the static case, again due to
reduced turbulent shear stress. Recall that turbulent shear stress is
directly proportional to the square of turbulent velocity.
Figure 3-84 compares the radial variation of the normalized mean and
turbulent velocity of the 20-shallow-chute nozzle at X/D_q = 2 to
evaluate the influence of the free jet. Note in Figure 3-84(a) that the peak
mean velocity for the flight case is higher than that of the static case due
to reduced shearing. Also, the plume has shifted radially outwards in the
presence of the free jet. The free jet is obtained by accelerating the
ambient air through a fan blower. Hence, the static pressure within the free
jet is lower compared to the static ambient air. The outward radial shift of
the jet plume in simulated flight is a direct consequence of the reduced
static pressure at the boundary between the jet and the free jet. Figure
3-84(b) compares the turbulent velocities with and without a free jet. As
remarked above, it was observed that the turbulent velocities are lowered by
the free jet due to reduced turbulent shear stress. Figure 3-85 shows the
influence of the free jet on the radial profile at an axial location of
X/D_q = 6 where the jet plume is fully developed. It is evident that,
due £o the free jet, the plume has grown radially outward and has higher
velocities. Unlike in the region close to the exit plane [Figure 3-84(a)],
the jet velocities in the fully developed region of the jet are seen to be
higher at all radial locations in the presence of the free jet. The solid
boundaries, such as the plug surface, have significant influence on the jet
plume structure close to the jet exit plane. Also, in reality, the static
pressure within the jet is not equal to the ambient static pressure near the
exit plane. Hence, the jet flow is not well established close to the exit
plane; as soon as the jet plume senses a lower static pressure in the ambient
due to the free jet, the jet plume seems to dart out radially. Whereas, in
the fully developed region of the jet, a gradual jet static pressure
equalization to ambient static pressure takes place; and the entire jet plume
blows radially outward in simulated flight. The jet flow velocities remain
higher at all radial locations for the flight case due to reduced shear.
3.2.3 Comparison of Jet Flow Characteristics of 20-Shallow-Chute
Nozzle at Typical Takeoff and Cutback Cycle Conditions
Figure 3-86 compares the axial variation of the normalized mean
velocity at the midpoint of the chute at typical takeoff (Test Pt. 1015) and
cutback (Test Pt. 1019) conditions. Since the outer stream pressure ratio for
the takeoff case is much higher than that for cutback case, one observes two
shock cells for the takeoff case and none for the cutback case just downstream
of the exit plane of the chutes (see Figure 3-86 for a listing of aerodynamic
conditions). For X/D_q > 1.5, the normalized velocity profiles look
similar. Figure 3.88 compares the axial variation of the normalized mean
velocity along the nozzle centerline at takeoff and cutback conditions. There
are no shock cells along the nozzle centerline for the 20-shallow-chute
nozzle. The normalized mean velocity profiles along the nozzle centerline are
similar. FiEure 3-88 compares the radial profiles of the normalized mean
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velocity at X/D_q = 4 for takeoff and cutback cases. The velocity
profile for the cutback case is flatter compared to the takeoff case,
indicating that the inverted velocity character for the cutback case is
prematurely lost which is essentially at lower inner and outer jet velocities.
3.2.4 Influence of Inner Stream Termination on the Plume Decay
It was observed in Reference 2 that the presence of a "shockless"
subsonic inner stream instead of a "shocked" supersonic inner stream
considerably affected the entire shock cell structure of the coannular plug
nozzle and resulted in substantial shock cell noise reduction of the nozzle.
However, based on performance and other design considerations, a practicable
AST cycle has to employ a supersonic inner stream. Hence, if the supersonic
inner stream can be expanded in a shockless fashion, it could give substantial
shock cell noise reduction for the entire nozzle, as did the shockless
subsonic inner stream. The above rationale was utilized in choosing a
convergent-divergent flowpath design for the inner stream of the
20-shallow-chute nozzle. The design Mach number for the inner stream was
chosen to be 1.25 and the inner stream was expanded to the desired area ratio.
An LV study was conducted to observe the differences in the plume
structures of the 20-shallow-suppressor nozzles employing a C-D flowpath
(Model 10.2) and a convergent flowpath (Model I0.I) for the inner stream at
the design Mach number. Figure 3-89 compares the influence of the inner
stream termination on the radial distribution of normalized mean and turbulent
velocities just downstream of the exit plane of the inner stream (@ X/D_q
= 0.8). Note the sudden jump in the mean velocity for both the models at
R/R_ = 0.5 - 0.6 indicating that the inner stream has not yet mixed
with the outer stream. In the case of Model I0.I, the supersonic inner stream
has not yet expanded to its design Mach number at X/D_n = 0.8. Hence,
the local static pressure is higher compared to that o_ Model 10.2 where the
inner stream has been gradually expanded to the design Mach number. Hence,
the inner stream for Model I0.I is displaced radially outward compared to
Model 10.2. The turbulent velocities for both the models as shown in
Figure 3-89(b) indicate similar features indicating that the C-D termination
has no noticeable effect on the turbulent velocities. The turbulent
velocities reach peak values at R/R_ = 0.5 - 0.6 for both nozzles,
since it is the region of maximum velocity gradient between the inner and
outer streams and hence maximum turbulent shear stress.
Next, the influence of the inner stream termination on the axial
distribution of normalized mean velocity is studied (Figure 3-90). The axial
traverse is taken at a radial location corresponding to the midpoint of the
inner stream. For Model I0.I, there is a sudden dip in the mean velocity
indicating the presence of a shock cell; whereas for Model 10.2, the mean
velocity is uniformly varying indicating the absence of the same. However, it
is to be noted that the flow for X/D_q _ 2 follows the plug which has a
half cone angle of 15 ° whereas the traverse of the LV system is parallel to
the jet nozzle centerline. Hence, the extent of shock effectiveness of the
inner stream cannot be fully evaluated. The influence of the inner stream
termination on the plume is seen to decrease for X/D_q > 1.5.
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3.2.5 Concludln$ Remarks
The diagnostic LV measurements of the jet velocities of the
20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle have given valuable insight into the mixing
characteristics of the nozzle. The following are the significant concluding
renmrks of this study:
The mixing rate of the 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle is
considerably higher than that of conic and coannulac nozzles both
for static and free-jet conditions and thus has a faster mean
velocity decay rate compared to the conic and coannular nozzles.
The influence of free jet on the jet plume of the 20-shallow-chute
nozzle is to reduce the turbulent shear stress and the decay rate
and to make the jet plume grow radially outward.
The jet flow characteristics of the 20-shallow-chute nozzle at
takeoff and cutback conditions look similar except near the chute
exit plane. A shock ceil structure is observed in front of the
chutes Fn_.__the +,_n_F .... and no _,,_ st_-ucture for the cutback
case due to the higher pressure ratio of the takeoff case. The
radial profiles for the cutback case appear flatter indicating that
the inverted velocity character for low jet velocity conditions is
prematurely lost.
The full extent of the effectiveness of the C-D termination for the
inner stream could not be evaluated. However, the influence of the
C-D termination was exhibited in terms of static pressure
variations at the inner stream exit plane.
3.3 DIAGNOSTIC BASE PRESSURE RESULTS WITH THE SIMILITUDE 20-SHALLOW-CHUTE
SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE <Model 10.1)
In addition to the acoustic and LV tests with the similitude
20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle (Model 10.1), experiments were performed to
obtain static pressure measurements in the base pressure regions of the chutes
of the similitude mechanical suppressor. The objective of these tests was to
obtain an assessment of the influence of the suppressor total temperature
(T_), over a range of its operating pressure ratio (P_), on the
suppressor base pressure and hence on the nozzle thrust coefficient.
The suppressor instrumentation and the methodology adopted for
estimating the base pressure drag in the chute are presented in Appendix III.
The aerodynamic flow conditions of the tests along with the measured data are
to be found in the Volume II of the CDR of this program. Significant results
obtained from these measurements are summarized in this subsection.
Figures 3-91 through 3-97 summarize the significant parameters as
described below:
Figure 3-91: Suppressor base to ambient pressure ratio versus outer
nozzle pressure ratio at various simulated velocities
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Figure 3-92: Change in outer nozzle thrust coefficient versus outer
nozzle pressure ratio at different gas total temperatures
Figure 3-93: Suppressor base to ambient pressure ratio versus outer
nozzle pressure ratio at different gas total temperatures
Figure 3-94: Suppressor base to ambient pressure ratio versus inner
nozzle pressure ratio, holding the outer nozzle pressure
ratio constant at 3.24
Figure 3-95: Change in outer nozzle thrust coefficient versus inner
nozzle pressure ratio, holding the outer nozzle pressure
ratio constant at 3.24
Figure 3-96: Suppressor base to ambient pressure ratio versus outer
nozzle exhaust velocity at different aircraft velocities
Figure 3-97: Change in outer nozzle thrust coefficient versus
aircraft velocities holding inner and outer nozzle
pressure ratios constant at 3.2 and 3.25, respectively.
Based on these figures, the following observations can be made for the
similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle (Model I0.i):
Over the pressure ratios between 1 and 4, the inner nozzle flow
does not influence suppressor base drag.
Outer nozzle exhaust gas total temperature influences suppressor
base drag only slightly.
Suppressor base drag increases with aircraft velocity as well as
outer nozzle exhaust velocity.
Hence, it can be concluded that the suppressor base drag estimation can
be made with tests using high pressure air at room temperature.
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4.0 ENGINEERING SPECTRAL PREDICTION METHOD FOR MECHANICAL SUPPRESSORS
As part of a NASA Lewis/General Electric Contract NAS3-20619, a
prediction method was developed to predict the spectral characteristics of jet
mixing and shock cell noise from coannular plug nozzles operated in the
inverted velocity mode (Ref. 18). The prediction method of Reference 18 is
based on a modern theoretical development (M*G*B*) (Ref. 19) developed by the
General Electric Company Which has unified concepts of source spectrum,
convective amplification, and fluid shrouding effects to predict the jet
mixing noise from the turbulent eddies. In this method, the jet plume is
subdivided into discrete volume elements each being the size of a turbulent
eddy and associated with a source strength and frequency. The convection
amplification and fluid shrouding effects on each turbulent eddy are evaluated
based on the local aerodynamic conditions and its location. In order to keep
the engineering spectral prediction procedure of Reference 18 simple enough,
yet use these physical concepts, a semiempirical approach was adopted to model
the source spectrum, convection amplification and fluid shrouding effects for
a coannular plug nozzle operated in the inverted velocity profile mode. A
natural extension is to see if the engineering sprectral prediction procedure
can be generalized for other nozzle concepts such as mechanical suppressors or
conventional high bypass, coannular jet nozzles. Reference 20 describes the
extension to the prediction to predict the jet mixing noise of high bypass
coannular jet nozzles. The object of the present study is to extend the
prediction procedure developed in Reference 18 to predict the sprectral
characteristics of mechanical suppressor nozzles in general and
20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle in particular.
4.1 METHODOLOGY OF PREDICTION PROCEDURE
The methodology for predicting jet mixing and shock cell noise for
mechanical suppressor nozzles closely follows that for coannular plug nozzles
with inverted velocity profile and consists of the following steps:
• Identify the appropriate velocity and length scales for the
premerged and merged portions of the jet noise spectrum
• Establish the source spectrum
• Model the convective amplification effects due to converting
turbulent eddies
• Evaluate the acoustic mean flow interaction in terms of refraction
effects and mean flow convective amplification effects
• Evaluate the shock cell noise of under- or over-expanded supersonic
flows
• Determine the influence of flight on jet and shock noise.
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4.1.1 Source Spectrum and Assumed Characteristic Velocity and
Length Scales
Source spectrum refers to the jet mixing noise spectrum without air
attenuation at ei = 90 ° . At e i = 90 °, there are no convective
amplification effects due to eddies as the eddies are moving normal to the
observer and there are no acoustic mean flow interactions as the mean flow
cannot refract rays perpendicular to itself and there are no convective
effects of mean flow at an observer normal to itself. The source spectrum for
inverted flow nozzles consists of two portions, namely, the high frequency
portion which is generated by the small scale eddies of the high velocity
outer jet before it merges with the inner jet and the low frequency portion
which is generated by the large scale eddies of the mixed stream. For
mechanical suppressors, the characteristic velocity and length scales chosen
to predict the source spectrum are:
Premerged Spectrum Merged Spectrum
(i.e., High Frequency
Spectrum)
(i.e., Low Frequency
Spectrum)
_v--S ----_ L-- . o --
Length scale
OLiLe_ '-' V.3ec velocity, . o
3
Suppressor element
hydraulic diameter D°
' hyd
__ix
Mass averaged velocity, v.
3
Equivalent conic nozzle
diameter based on total
|
flow area, D-
eq
where,
and
DT =_ (Ai + A °)
eq
with Ai = Inner stream flow area and
A° = Outer (suppressor) stream flow area
D° 4A e
hyd = "-_
P
with Ae = Outer (suppressor) stream element flow area
e
p = Noise generating perimeter of suppressor
stream element (Figure 4-1)
Also, Ae = Outer (suppressor) stream flow area
Number of elements
and pe o 2(R2 R1 )= Wflow +
The data base utilized to establish the locations of peak Strouhal numbers for
the merged and premerged spectra consists of the 20-, 30-, and
40-shallow-chute suppressors tested by G.E. under FAA-DOT Contract No.
DOT-OS-30034 (Ref. 11) and modified DOT 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle
tested under the present program. With the choice of the length and velocity
scales outlined as above, the acoustic data base for suppressor nozzles was
used to determine the normalized spectrum. As in the case of coannular plug
nozzles, the peak Strouhal number for the low frequency (i.e., merged) portion
of the spectrum is observed to be correlated by:
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Chute
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Figure 4-1. Typical Chute Suppressor Element Geometry.
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f LF DT
p eq
J eff
= 0.9 (l)
fixI imix1where TT_T___ = 0.65 TT_T___ + 0.35
Tamb elf Tamb
_mix = Total temperature of the mass averaged flow
with TT
and Tam b = Ambient temperature.
The SAE method (Ref. 21) employs a similar equation to Equation 1 to predict
the peak Strouhal number for conic nozzles. Again, the peak Strouhal number
suppressors %orrelates by the same relationships as for coannular pluz nozzles
and is given by
where
fpHF D°
hyd
vo
J
/°lTT..____.Tamb
eff
TT____ = 1.18 (2)
Tamb elf
I°l= 0.65 TT_T___ + 0.35Tam b
o = Total temperature of the suppressor (outer) stream.
with TT
The above choice of velocity and length scales for mechanical
suppressors was observed to predict correctly the locations of peak
frequencies. As an initial guess, the shape of the lossless source spectrum
for the merged and premerged portions of the mechanical suppressors was
assumed to be identical to those of coannular plug nozzles; and the results
indicated that the shape of the spectra had to be changed. The acoustic power
distribution into the various frequency bands depends on factors such as the
jet plume decay rate and the geometric shape of the nozzle planform. Since
there are large differences £n the above factors for the coannular plug
nozzles and mechanical suppressors, a "universal" source spectrum valid for
all types of nozzles cannot be proposed. Hence, the source spectra for the
merged and premerged portions for the mechanical suppressors had to be derived
from the data base. The subsequent procedure was followed: the coannular
plug nozzle source spectra were assumed as an initial guess. Subsequent
reshaping was made by comparing it with the lossless data for mechanical
suppressors. Simultaneous attention was given to include the shock cell noise
component at $i = 900 (see Section 4.2.4 for details regarding modeling
shock cell noise component).
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A normalized low frequency source spectrum is extracted from the data
base by incorporating the well-established Lighthi11 velocity (Ref. 22) and
Hoch jet density dependence laws (Ref. 23) and spherical spreading law and is
given by:
SPLsLF(f) = sPLLF(f) - C log10 (_iX/aam b)
• mix, ,_
- I0 loglo Lpj ,Pamb ) - 10 log (AT/R 2) (3)
where
C* =
75 for (V_jZX/aam b) _ 2.0
and
ix
80 for (_ /aam b) > 2
aam b = Ambient speed of sound
mix
pj = Jet density corresponding to the mass averaged jet conditions
Pamb = Ambient air density
= Jet density exponent of Hoch (Ref. 23)
A T = Total flow area
R = Distance to the far field from jet nozzle exhaust plane
Figure 4-2 compares the normalized low frequency spectra from coannular
plug nozzles and mechanical suppressors. Note that the peak level for sup-
pressors is lower, which is due to the rapid decay of the jet in the case of
suppressors. This fact is indicated by the measured mean and turbulent veloc-
ity variation along the nozzle centerline by a laser velocimeter for both
coannular plug nozzle from NASA Contract NAS3-20619 (Ref. 2) and the
similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor at a typical takeoff condition (Figure
4-3). The mean velocity decay is faster and the turbulent velocity is lower
for normalized axial distance, (x/D_q) > 5 for the suppressor compared
to the coannular plug nozzle. The Idrge scale eddies which radiate the low
frequency noise are predominantly located at regions far downstream of the jet
exhaust plane, (typically (x/D_q) _ 4-5). These large scale eddies are
traveling slower in the case of suppressors. Also, the turbulence intensity
[(v') 2] of these eddies is lower for the suppressor• Hence. the peak noise
*Though the classical Lighthill's theory of jet noise predicts a V8th
power law, the data supports a V] "5th power law for a jet Mach number
2 and V8th power law for a jet Math number > 2.
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Model
Model A Test VT ix T_ TM pmiX
No. To_al ] °R rin Point fps
20 Shallow
10.2 24.36 1015 2300 1585 3.09
Chute
Coannular
3 21.06 301 2246 1506 3.10
Plus Nozzle
1.0
•r4 , 8
>
IT
6
o
.,4
O
O
,-4
>
.4
==
.,4
,-4
0
z
0
_ m
f
20 Shallo w Chute / _-_
Mechanical Suppressor
Coannular Plug Nozzle
Model 3 of Ref. 2
l I i I
5 i0 15 20
Normalized Axial Distance, X/DT
eq
(a) Normalized Mean Veloicity
Figure 4-3. Comparison of Typical Nozzle Centerline Velocity Characteristics
of a Mechanical Suppressor Nozzle and a Coannular Plug Nozzle, as
Measured by Laser Veloclmetry.
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level for the low frequency portion of the source spectrum of the mechanical
suppressor is lower. The shape of the spectrum is also altered to reflect the
inherent differences between the suppressor and coannular nozzles as indicated
by the data base.
Figure 4-4 compares the normalized high frequency source spectrum of
suppressor and coannular plug nozzles both extracted from appropriate data
bases. Strouhal number based on the hydraulic diameter of the individual flow
element of the suppressor and as defined by Equation 2 does seem to collapse
the high frequency spectra together. However, there are differences to be
noted at the high frequency end (i.e., ST _ 1.18). The suppressor
generates more high frequency noise due to the increased turbulence at
stations close to the nozzle exhaust plane compared to coannular plug nozzles
as depicted in Figure 4-3b. The spectral normalization factors for the high
frequency portion of the source spectrum for the suppressors are identical to
those for the coannular nozzles• The normalized high frequency spectrum is
given by:
O
SPLNHF(f) ffi sPLHF(f) - 80 lOgl0 (V_./aam b) - 10 lOgl0 (pi/Pamb)
- 10 lOglo (A°/R 2) + 50 log10 (R_) - 10 log10 (1 + A i)
r
- 15 log10 [4.42 (V_) 2_ 4.56 V i + 2.15]
r
(4)
where p_ = Jet density of the outer stream
R_ = Outer stream radius ratio
A n = Ratio of inner flow area to outer (suppressor) flow area
VrI = Ratio of inner velocity to outer velocity
In order to verify the choice of the various spectral normalization
factors utilized in arriving at normalized source spectra for the merged
(Equation 3) and the premerged (Equation 4) portions of the jet mixing noise
of mechanical suppressors and also to verify the modeling of shock cell noise
of suppressors (Subsection 4.2.4), the predicted source spectrum (i.e.,
lossless spectrum at ei = 90 °) is compared in Figure 4-5 with the data for
a typical takeoff condition on model scale size for the modified DOT
20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle at a 40' arc distance. The agreement
between the data and prediction of the lossless source spectrum is reasonably
good except at very low frequencies (i.e., f _ 160 Hz) and at very high
frequencies (i.e., f _ 50 kHz) on model scale. The data at the low
frequency end are not reliable as the anechoic chamber cutoff frequency is 250
Hz. For frequencies less than 250 Hz, the measurements do not represent true
far field measurements. The data at the high frequency end contain frequency
dependent preamplification factor in order to improve the frequency response
160
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of the microphones at the high frequencies. In the case of mechanical
suppressors which generate more high frequency noise compared to other
nozzles, the preamplification factor might be amplifying the high frequency
noise more than necessary. Thus, the jet mixing noise source spectra modeled
according to Equations 3 and 4 and shock noise modeled as in Subsection 4.2.4
does indeed agree well with the data, except for very low and very high
frequencies.
Once the source spectrum for jet mixing noise is determined, one has to
evaluate the convective amplification effects due to moving turbulent eddies
and the acoustic mean flow interactions.
4.1.2 Convective Amplification Effects
Convective amplification of the jet noise occurs due to the relative
motion of the noise sources (i.e., turbulent eddies) with respect to the
observer. The relative motion of the eddies amplifies the noise in the
direction of motion and attenuates in the opposite direction.
...... d_ff=_=,t ._A .....,_ =_
modified jet decay rates. Correspondingly, the turbulent eddies, which are
nothing but moving sources, are traveling at various speeds and exhibit
different convective amplification effects. Also, the noise radiation is
preferentially directed in the Mach cone of each eddy which results in
considerable amplification in some regions of the aft quadrant and attenuation
in the front quadrant which is in the shadow zone of each eddy. These two
concepts have been utilized to empirically model the convective amplification
effects of the jets and are respectively identified by:
• Eddy convection Mach number, M c
• Convective amplification factor, N(Si).
M c and N(8 i) for each type of nozzle have to be derived from the
appropriate data base to reflect the differences in the mixing rate. Compared
to a coannular plug nozzle, the mixing rate of the jet with the ambient air
for suppressors is higher (Figure 4-3); and hence, the eddies are converting
at a lower speed. For coannular plug nozzles, the eddy convection Mach number
is given by (Ref. 18):
1 0.39)
MC = _ (0.55 + --VI Vjlaam b
r
(5)
A relation similar in form to Equation 5 was sought to calculate the
eddy convection Mach number for suppressors. Since the eddies travel slower
in the case of mechanical suppressors, lower eddy convection Mach numbers were
sought. The best possible agreement of the predictions with the acoustic data
over a range of aerodynamic conditions was obtained for the following choice
of Mr:
1 0.2) Vj/aam b (6)
s c = _ (0.4 + vi
r
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The convection Mach number for the premerged portion of the spectrum is
evaluated using V_, and for the merged portion is evaluated using
y_ix in Equation 6. The convection amplification factor, N(ei),
determines the angular dependence of convection effects. For conical nozzles,
it has been shown previously (Refs. 24 through 26) that N(e i) remains at a
constant value of 3 until the critical angle for total internal reflection of
acoustic waves is reached [i.e., N(e i) = 3 for e i _ (ei)cr].
The region of 6i < (6i)cr is also referred to as the zone of
silence. The propagation of acoustic waves for 6 i > (el)co is
particularly enhanced by radiation in the Mach cone. This results in
consideraSle amplification of noise in the aft quadrant. For conic nozzles
the value of N approaches 7 for e i _ 180 °. Figure 4-6 compares the
angular dependence of N for suppressor and coannular nozzles. The transition
from a value of 3 to 7 for N has been determined by using the appropriate data
base. One should note the slower rise in N for a suppressor nozzle indicating
that, because of more rapid mixing with the ambient air, a sharp cutoff
mechanism of total internal reflection does not exist for suppressor nozzles,
as it did for conic or coannular nozzles. Utilizing Equation 6 and Figure
4-6, the convection amplification effect for suppressor nozzles is evaluated
by:
ASPLc.A. = N(e.) I0 u_ (I + M cos e.) 2 + 2 M 2 J
1/2
i l°gl0 c i c (7)
where _ = 0.325 (Ref. 27).
The Doppler shifted frequency heard by the observer located at angle
ei due to moving eddies is given by:
f90of 8i 2
[( )2 Mc211/21 + M c cos %i + a
(8)
The Doppler shifting of frequencies increases the frequency (i.e., pitch) if
the noise source is moving towards the observer and reduces it if it is moving
away from the observer. Hence, the peak noise frequency is reduced in the
front quadrant and increased in the aft quadrant compared to the peak
frequency of the source spectrum.
4.1.3 Acoustic Mean Flow Interaction
The noise generated by the turbulent eddies has to pass through a
region of temperature and velocity gradients of the decaying mean flow field
before reaching the observer. The effect of these mean flow gradients is to
refract the sound towards the jet axis (i.e., %i = 180°)" Also, there is
additional convective amplification not due to the source (i.e., turbulent
eddy) convection, but due to the fluid motion. These two effects are termed
as acoustic mean flow interaction, and they depend strongly on the noise
source location; the closer the source is to the jet boundary, the less is the
influence of acoustic mean flow interaction. Mani (Refs. 28 and 29) and Balsa
(Refs. 24 and 26) quantitatively evaluated these effects by solving the
Lilley's equation and thus predicted the radiation field of moving quadrupole
sources inlnersed in parallel sheared flows. These theoretical developments
arrived at a fluid shielding integral whose sign determines whether the
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solution for the acoustic pressure is oscillatory or exponentially decaying
with radial distance (Ref. 19). Following the development in Reference 19,
the reduction in noise level radiated by a slice of jet is given by:
(gSPL)slic e = I0 lOgl0 exp aam b
where
= source radian frequency
i=V-I
6 = shielding integral = r
rI
gCr) dr
rI and r2 are the radial limits of the slice
gCr) = shielding function defined by:
(I + M cos 8.) 2 2
1 - cos
g2(r) = (a/aamb)2
(1 + M cos 8.) 2
c 1
.
1
(I0)
where M = V(r) and a = local sonic speed
aamb
Thus, if g2(r) is negative, the acoustic mean flow interaction as modeled by
Equation 9 results in an exponential decay of the noise radiated. If g2(r)
is positive, Equation 9 yields
(gSPL)slic e = 0
The radial locations at which g2(r) equals zero are called turning points.
Equations 9 and 10 need aerodynamic information of the plume at different
axial stations to evaluate the shielding effect. For the engineering
prediction procedure being developed, instead of computing the shielding
effect at each slice of jet, an average shielding function, _, is defined
below with Mc being based on the characteristic mean velocity of the flow
rather than the local mean flow velocity and sonic speed based on exit
conditions:
i 2112[i1,cooi22II
= (a/aamb) 2 - cos e i
1/2
(II)
Equating Equation Ii to zero and solving for the critical angle (ei)cr
yields:
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Icos (ei)cr = - (a/aamb) + Mc
(12)
It can be seen that for ei > ($i)cr, g is imaginary and will yield
exponential decay and the resulting fluid shielding. For 6i <
($i)cc, g is real and results in an oscillatory pressure distribution
and no fluid shielding. An interesting point to be noted is that the
application of Snell's law for a moving medium with a Mach number M e
(Vlaam b) shows that the critical angle for total internal reflection is
given by Equation 12 and that for 6i > (Si)cr the sound rays ought
to be totally internally reflected.
The amount of SPL reduction due to fluid shielding for the case of
suppressors is estimated in an identical way as for coannular nozzles and is
given by:
_ (13)
gSPL(f)shielding = H fD x 2 _ aam b x IX[
aamb (I + M c cos ei )2 + a2 M c
where H (af--D 1 is a nondimensional shielding factor estimated as a function of
the Strouhal number, . The shielding factor H aamb
merged and premerged portions of the suppressor nozzles is identical to the
one utilized for the merged and premerged portions of the coannular nozzles
indicating the versatility of this formulation (Figure 4-7). In estimating
&SPL(f)shielding for premerged and merged portions of the spectrum, the
Strouhal number has to be evaluated utilizing the appropriate length scales.
4.1.4 Shock Cell Noise
When a convergent nozzle is operated at a supercritical pressure ratio
or when a convergent-divergent nozzle is operated at an off-design pressure
ratio, an oblique shock and expansion wave pattern is established in the jet
stream by means of which the jet static pressure equalization to ambient
pressure occurs. The strength of these shock waves reduces downstream due to
the deceleration caused by the mixing process as well as due to the partial
static pressure equalization obtained by the upstream shock and expansion wave
structure. When the turbulent eddies which are the products of the unsteady
mixing process are convected through the shock structure, acoustic waves are
emitted by the shock fronts. These acoustic waves from the various shock
fronts can either constructively or destructively interfere. Since turbulent
eddies are being convected with a broad range of velocities through the shock
fronts, the shock cell noise has a broadband character. However, since the
shock cell spacing is fairly regular, the interference pattern between the
acoustic waves emitted by the shock fronts results in fairly strong
reinforcements or cancellations. Hence, the shock cell noise exhibits a
"peak" broadband character.
The above concepts were developed by Harper-Bourne and Fisher (Ref. 30)
in their semiempirical method (HBF) to predict the shock cell noise of round
convergent nozzles. In Reference 18, the HBF method with some modifications
was used to predict the shock cell noise of coannular plug
167
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Figure 4-7. Dependence of the Shielding Factor on the Strouhal Number for
Merged and Premerged Regions of the Mechanical Suppressor
Nozzle.
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nozzles. Owing to the success of the modified HBF method for the shock cell
noise of coannular plug nozzles, it is used to predict the shock cell noise of
suppressors also. For dual flow coannular plug nozzles, the characteristic
shock cell dimension was chosen to be the equivalent diameter based on total
flow area. The characteristic shock cell dimension for suppressor nozzles is,
however, changed and chosen to be the suppressor element hydraulic diameter,
D_y d, since this choice of length scale is seen to predict correctly the
location of peak shock noise frequency in the front quadrant. A physical
explanation follows. Since the decay rate of flow elements of suppressors is
quite rapid, the individual flow elements might be decelerated by the ambient
air to sonic or subsonic conditions before they interact with one another.
Thus, the shock cell structure of one flow element does not influence the
shock cell structures of other flow elements. Now, since the multi-element
shock cell structures would act as uncorrelated noise sources, the shock noise
level has to be raised by I0 lOglO (number of flow elements). The number of
shock cells in each flow element shock cell structure is chosen to be two as
in the case of coannular plug nozzles.
4.1.5 Fli_ht Effect on Jet and Shock Cell Noise
The flight effect on the suppressor jet and shock cell noise is
estimated as for the coannular plug nozzles and are reprna,,_a here for
reference purpose (Ref. 18). The location of peak frequencies for merged and
premerged portions are respectively given by:
LOTImixlIixleqT V Vac
_.ix Tamb eff _.ix
3 3
= 0.9 (14)
-and
I°1 IV°-Vhyd TT_T___ ,] ° ac
V° Tamb eff
3 3
= 1.18 (15)
where V = aircraft velocity.
ac
Also, the static source spectrum levels for merged and premerged portions are
respectively reduced by:
and
SPLf[ight- sPLLtatic = (gsPLLF)flight effect
ix v 1
-- ac
= 20 lOglo vm.ix
J
HF
SPLflight - SPL_atic = (gsPLHF)flight effect
J ac
= 20 lOglo g_
l
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(16)
(17)
Equations 14 through 17 summarize the changes made to predict the source
spectrum for flight cases. Next, the effect of aircraft velocity on the eddy
convection Mach number, M c is given by:
1 / 0.2 _ (V. - V ) < 1.0 (18)
= - 0.4 + -7-- _ ac for V_
Mc 2 1 VI ) aambr
The appropriate jet velocities are used to calculate M c for premerged and
merged portions of the spectrum.
Next, the flight effect on the shock cell noise is to amplify the noise
in the front quadrant and reduce it in the aft quadrant (namely, dynamic
effect) and Doppler shifting of the shock frequency. The dynamic effect is
given by:
SPLflight - SPLstatic = 40 log10 (I + Mac cos 8i) (19)
where M
ac
V
ac
a
amb
The Doppler shifting of the frequency is given by:
fstatic (20)
fflight = (I + M cos 8.)
ac 1
4.2 COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF SIMILITUDE 20-SHALLOW-CHUTE
SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE (MODEL I0.I)
The prediction methodology described in Subsection 4.2 has been
translated into a computer code in the Fortran language (see Ref. 31 for a
listing of the computer code, user's instructions, and sample input/output).
This computer program requires approximately 35K bits of memory on a Honeywell
6000 series computer system. Typical central processor unit (cpu) time for 10
cases is 50 seconds, indicating that this program is quite suitable for
extensive parametric variations, a necessary requirement of a design tool.
The prediction procedure has been utilized to forecast the spectral and
overall characteristics of the similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle
(Figure 2-14) and compared with the data.
The selected static and flight cases correspond to typical AST takeoff
and cutback conditions. The comparisons are made for a product size of
AT = 1,400 in. 2 and extrapolated to a 2,400 ft. sideline. Detailed
comparisons are provided in Reference 31. In this section, measured and
predicted data of the similitude suppressor are provided to demonstrate the
prediction procedure.
Comparisons of the predictions and data for the similitude
20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle for a typical AST takeoff (test point 1013)
cycle condition at a 2,400 ft. sideline measuring distance for a product size
engine (viz., AT = 1,400 in. 2) are shown in Figures 4-8 through 4-12. The
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Figure 4-8. Comparison of Data and Prediction of PNL Directivity for
Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Takeoff Condition (Static).
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at ei = 60 ° for
Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical Takeoff
Condition (Static).
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Figure 4-10. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at e i = 90 ° for
Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Takeoff
Condition (Static).
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Figure 4-11. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 0i = ii0 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
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Figure 4-12. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 8i = 120 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Nozzle at Typical Takeoff
Condition (Static).
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aerodynamic cycle conditions are shown in Figure 4-8. Figure 4-8 shows that
the agreement between the data and predictions on a static PNL dlrectivity
basis is quite good except at ei = 160". At an extreme aft angle such as
160 °, the convection amplification effect might be overpredicted. This would
call for a lower value of convection amplification factor at the extreme aft
angle. Figure 4-9 shows the spectral agreement between data and predictions
in the front quadrant (namely, e£ = 60") which is dominated by shock
noise. The prediction method is seen to calculate both the location of peak
shock noise frequency and the SPL quite accurately, thus validating the choice
of characteristic shock cell noise parameters. Figure 4-10 shows the spectral
agreement at e i = 90" where the convection amplification and fluid
shielding effects are minimal. The agreement is good over the entire range of
frequencies indicating that a proper choice of source spectra for merged and
premerged portions has been made. Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the spectral
distribution at two aft angles (namely, e£ = 110" and 120 °,
respectively). The shape and levels are in close agreement, thus validating
the modeling of convection amplification effects and acoustic mean flow
interactions.
Next, the prediction method is exercised to predict spectrally for a
typical AST cutback (test point 1007) cycle condition. See Figure 4-13 for
the aerodynamic cycle conditions. Figures 4-13 through 4-17 show the
agreement between the data and predictions on a PNL and spectral bases. As
noted before, the PNL directivity agreement fails at extreme aft angle
(ei = 160°), otherwise it is reasonable. The spectral distribution at
e£ = 60 ° (Figure 4-14) shows that peak shock noise frequency and
corresponding noise levels are predicted correctly. Figure 4-15 shows
excellent agreement at ei = 90" reinforcing the appropriate choice of the
source spectra. Figures 4-15 and 4-17 show the spectral agreement at
e i = II0" and 120", respectively, to be reasonable.
Next, the corresponding takeoff and cutback conditions at an aircraft
speed of 400 fps (i.e., Mac = 0.358) are compared on a PNL directivity and
spectral bases in Figures 4-18 through 4-27. See Figures 4-18 and 4-23,
respectively, for the aerodynamic conditions for takeoff (test point 1014) and
cutback (test point 1028) cases. Figure 4-18 shows that the agreement between
predictions and data on a PNL basis for a takeoff case is excellent at all
angles except at 8i = 150" and 160 ° . Figure 4-19 shows that the spectral
content at 8 i = 60" is predicted to agree well with the data. Figure 4-20
shows good agreement between data and predictions at 8 i = 90 °. Figures
4-21 and 4-22 also show good agreement in the aft angles. Similar
observations on the data prediction comparison may be made for the flight
cutback case by examining Figures 4-23 through 4-27. Thus, the good agreement
for flight cases indicates that the flight effects modelled for c.annular plug
nozzles are also applicable for suppressor nozzles.
4.3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An engineering spectral prediction procedure which incorporates the
complex jet mixing noise generation and propagation mechanisms yet is
mathematically simple has been developed to predict the spectral and overall
characteristics of mechanical suppressor nozzles. This method has evolved out
of a similar method for c.annular plug nozzles operated in the inverted
velocity mode and consists of the following modifications:
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Figure 4-13. Comparison of Data and Prediction for PNL Directivlty of
Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Static).
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• Test Point 1007
• 1400 in2 Flow Area
• 2400' Sideline
• V = 0.0 fps
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Figure 4-14. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at ei = 60 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Static).
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• 1400 in2 Flow Area
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Figure 4-15. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 0i = 90 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Static).
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• Test Point 1007
• 1400 in 2 Flow Area
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Figure 4-16. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at _i = ii0°
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Static).
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o• Test Point 1007
• 1400 in 2 Flow Area
• 2400' Sideline
• Vac ffi0.0 fps
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Figure 4-17. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 8i = 120 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Static).
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Figure 4-18. Comparison of Data and Prediction for PNL Directivcity of
Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Takeoff Condition (Flight).
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Figure 4-19. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at ei = 60 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Takeoff Condition (Flight).
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• Test Point 1014
• 1400 in 2 Flow Area
• 2400' Sideline
• Vac = 400 fps
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Figure 4-20. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at e i = 90 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Takeoff Condition (Flight).
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• Test Point 1014
• 1400 in 2 Flow Area
• 2400' Sideline
• Vac = 400 fps
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Figure 4-21. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 0i = ii0 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Takeoff Condition (Flight).
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Figure 4-22. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 8i = 120 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Takeoff Condition (Flight).
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Figure 4-23. Comparison of Data and Prediction of PNL Directivity for
Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Flight).
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Figure 4-24. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at Oi = 60 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Flight).
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• Test Point 1008
• 1400 in2 Flow Area
• 2400' Sidellne
• Vac = 400 fps
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Figure 4-25. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 8i = 90 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Flight).
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• Test Point 1008
• 1400 in 2 Flow Area
• 2400' Sideline
• Vac = 400 fps
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Figure 4-26. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 8 i = Ii0 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Flight).
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• Test Point 1008
• 1400 in 2 Flow Area
• 2400' Sideline
• Vac = 400 fps
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F_gure 4-27. Comparison of Data and Prediction of Spectra at 0i = 120 °
for Similitude 20-Shallow-Chute Suppressor Nozzle at Typical
Cutback Condition (Flight).
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A set of appropriate length and velocity scales has been identified
and the source spectra of the jet mixing noise of suppressors have
been determined using the available data base on mechanical
suppressors.
A new convection amplification model characterizing the high mixing
rates of mechanical suppressors is developed.
Changes to reflect the multiple shock cell structures of the
suppressor nozzles have been made to predict correctly the shock
noise component.
The prediction procedure obtained has been shown to predict adequately
the static and flight characteristics of the similitude suppressor nozzle.
Some recommendations are suggested herein to improve the prediction procedure
to represent better the acoustic data of mechanical suppressor nozzles.
It has been noted that the agreement between the data and prediction
deteriorates in extreme aft angles. The agreement could be improved by
reducing the effect of convective amplication at the extreme aft angles.
Another aspect of improvement could be in the region of predicting the
acoustic mean flow interactions. Although the nondimensional shielding
function (i.e., H (fDlaam b) has adequately represented the mean flow
shrouding effect for mechanical suppressors as well as coannular plug nozzles,
a better definition of the same for suppressors might improve the
predictability of the procedure over the entire range of aft angles.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
During this program, 10 scale-model nozzles were tested in the Anechoic
Free-Jet Facility with the objectives of:
Complementing the available conical baseline and coannular plug
nozzle data.
Validating the scaling criteria of both suppressed and unsuppressed
coannular plug nozzles.
Determining the effectiveness of incorporating C-D terminations on
coannular plug nozzles.
Estimating the acoustic characteristics of a scale-model coannular
plug nozzle with a 20-shaiiow-chute suppressor in the outer stream
that has been selected for tests on the test bed engine.
Determining the effectiveness of incorporating a C-D termination on
the inner stream of the above suppressor nozzle system.
To achieve these objectives, 113 static and 99 simulated free-jet (Vac =
122 mps or 400 fps) tests have been conducted. All dual flow tests had
inverted velocity profiles. In addition, LV tests were conducted on three
static and one simulated flight plumes of the scale-model suppressor nozzle.
ave:
The significant results from the analyses of the measured acoustic data
Available baseline conical nozzle results and the measured data of
this program agree to demonstrate repeatability.
Conventional scaling criteria adopted in extrapolating acoustic
data of model size unsuppressed coannular plug nozzles and conical
baseline nozzle to engine nozzle characteristics are validated.
At a mixed velocity of 700 mps (or 2,300 fps), the similitude
suppressor nozzle yielded jet noise suppression to the extent of
11.5 and 9 PNdB at 8i = 130 ° during static and simulated flight
tests relative to baseline conical nozzle. The corresponding
reductions in the OASPL data were 12 dB under both test
conditions. The static-to-flight suppression loss of ~3 PNdB is
due to the minimal alteration in flight of the high frequency
premerged SPL levels. In the forward quadrant, the similitude
suppressor nozzle was found to be ineffective in reducing the
shock-cell noise relative to a coannular plug nozzle.
No significant acoustic benefit was observed in both the front and
the aft quadrants with a C-D inner termination on the similitude
suppressor nozzle instead of the convergent inner termination.
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No significant differences were noted in the acoustic data of the
similitude and modified DOT 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzles.
However, the modified DOT 40-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle was
observed to result in better shock noise suppression in the front
quadrant. In the aft quadrant, the 40-shallow-chute suppressor
nozzle resulted in lower PNL data compared to the 20-shallow-chute
configuration at V_ ix < 700 mps (or 2,300 fps). ForJ
velocities greater than 700 mps (or 2,300 fps), the
20-shallow-chute nozzle was observed to yield lower aft angle PNL
data.
For a given outer stream velocity of the 20-shallow-chute
suppressor nozzle, a change in the inner-to-outer stream velocity
ratio over the range of 0.4 to 0.7 had no significant effect upon
the peak PNL levels.
The CD termination on annular and coannular plug nozzles has been
shown to reduce front quadrant noise under both static and
simulated flight conditions. At the measured maximum effective
condition, the static and simulated flight PNL60 data,
respectively, indicate (I) 6 and 9 dB reduction with the C-D
annular plug nozzle relative to baseline conical nozzle and (2) 2
and 2.5 dB reduction with the coannular plug nozzle having a
contoured C-D on the outer nozzle (and a convergent inner nozzle
with a subsonic flow) relative to a similar coannular plug nozzle
having no properly contoured outer C-D termination. Finally,
relative to a coannular plug nozzle with both streams convergent
terminated, the coannular plug nozzle with both streams C-D
terminated resulted in a reduction of 2.3 dB in the static PNL60.
The C-D benefit on the annular plug nozzle data is observed over a
range of off-design conditions.
For a given V_ ix, the coannular plug nozzle with both streams
C-D terminateo resulted in a higher noise level in the aft quadrant
compared to the convergent coannular plug nozzle of this study.
However, based on available data, this increase in the aft angle
PNL data is attributed to the lower radius ratio of the model C-D
nozzle relative to that of the convergent nozzle.
The significant results from the analyses of the similitude suppressor
LV data are:
The mixing rate and hence the mean velocity decay rate of the
20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle is higher than those of baseline
conical and coannular plug nozzles under both static and simulated
flight conditions.
A shock cell structure is observed distinctly in front of the
suppressor chutes at flow conditions typical of an AST/VCE at
takeoff.
The effectiveness of the C-D termination on the inner stream of the
suppressor nozzle could not be evaluated from the LV data.
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Finally, an engineering spectral prediction procedure has been
developed to predict the spectral and directivity characteristics of
mechanical suppressors. In the process, appropriate length and velocity
scales have been identified and a new convection amplification model has been
developed. The predicted acoustic data of the similitude 20-shallow-chute
suppressor nozzle have been compared with the measured results and a good
agreement between the two sets of data is indicated.
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6.0 NOMENCLATURE
Ar
AR
A
a
C-D
CDR
dB
Deq
D
d_,
F
f
FTFSDR
g
h
H
Hz
L
LVM
M
mps
N
NF
OAPWL
Coannular nozzle inner-to-outer area ratio
Suppressor area ratio
Cross sectional exit area
Speed of sound
Convergent-Divergent
Comprehensive Data Report
Decibel
Equivalent conical nozzle diameter based on total flow area
Diameter
Chute depths (see Table 2-II for details)
Thrust
Frequency
Flight Transformed Full Scale Data Reduction computer program
Shielding function
Annular step height dimension
Nondimensional shielding function
Hertz, cycles per second
Distance alone outer shroud from outer nozzle throat to exit
Defined as I0 log (Vjlaam b)
Mach number
Meter per second
Convection amplification factor
(F-_(Pref/ ___E_amb>_-INormalization Factor; defined as -10 loE
0verall sound power level
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OASPLN
1/30APNL
P
Pr
PNL
PNLN
PNL
R
RH
Rr
SPL
SPLN
St
T
V
VCE
Normalized overall sound pressure level, OASPL+NF
1/3 octave band sound power level
Pressure
Pressure Ratio; defined as ratio of total to ambient
Perceived noise level
Normalized perceived noise level; defined as = PNL+NF
Sound power level, dB re 10 -12 W
Radial distance to the observer from the jet nozzle exhaust plane
Relative humidity
Radius ratio, inner to outer
S Outer nozzle throat height
Sound pressure level
Normalized sound pressure level; defined in Equation 3, Section 4.0
Strouhal number
Temperature
Ideally expanded velocity
Variable cycle engine
c c F F
W 1, W 2, W I, W 2, Flow element widths (see Table 2-II for details)
W
X
7
B
gdB, g(f)
6
ei
eI , e2
Weight flow rate
Axial distance measured from the jet exhaust plane
Atmospheric attenuation
Specific heat ratio
Shock strength parameter
(From Figure 2-5)
Shielding integral
Microphone angle measured relative to inlet
Plug angles (Figure 2-12)
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Pn
subscripts
ac
amb
Eff
C
cr
e
eq
hyd
J
P
r
ref
T
t
Turbulence constant = 0.325 (Ref. 27)
Jet static density
Density exponent
Source radian frequency
Free-jet conditions
Ambient conditions
Effective
Convection
Critical condition for total internal reflection
Nozzle exit
Equivalent
Hydraulic
Based on ideal jet conditions
Peak
Ratio
Reference
Total flow condition
Throat
Superscripts
e
elf
i
HF
LF
Suppressor element
Effective condition of a coannular nozzle (see Subsection 3.1.6.1
for definition)
Inner stream
High frequency (premerged)
Low frequency (merged)
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mix
o
T
9
Fully mixed conditions
Outer stream
Total
Turbulent quantity
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APPENDIX I - SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC FLOW CONDITIONS
AND ACOUSTIC TEST DATA
The aerodynamic flow conditions corresponding to the acoustic test
points taken on each of the test configurations are tabulated in this
appendix. The data are tabulated in both the SI and English units.
The prescribed variables are defined in Table I-I. Sample sheets
describing the variables listed in the aerodynamic data tables are presented
in Table I-If. In addition to the inner and outer stream flow parameters, the
tabulated data contain the mixed stream conditions that were calculated after
assuming that the two streams were perfectly mixed. The mixed velocity
(V_ Ix) and the mixed temperature (T_iX) are given by
vo + vi.
+
and
T_ix =
o , i
TT TT
+
From the known mixed velocity and total temperature, other mixed flow
parameters are calculated using standard isentropic relations. The ambient
pressure and temperature along with the relative humidity in the GE Anechoic
Facility at the time of the test are presented also in these tables.
The normalization factor, NF, found in these tables are employed to
normalize the measured PNL to a reference thrust as follows:
PNLN = normalized PNL = PNL + NF
where
NF = - I0 log F_-ref Oamb
The normalized data are used to determine the dependence of aft angle jet
noise on the acoustic Mach number by plotting PNLN against i0 log
(Vjlaamb).
The acoustic data that are summarized in the tables are far-field PNL
results [scaled to an AST nozzle size of 9,032 cm 2 (1,400 in. 2) and
extrapolated to a 731.5 m (2,400 ft) sideline] at selected angles of
8 i = 50 °, 60 ° , 70 °, 90 °, 120 ° , 130 °, 140 ° relative to an engine inlet.
The test results are summarized in Tables I-III through I-XII.
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FLVH
LBM
NF
P arab
Pr
Tamb
TT
Vac
vj
Table I-I. Definition of Symbols Used
in Aerodynamic Data Tables
Total Thrust
Defined as I0 log (Vj/aamb)
Defined as I0 log _(M_ - 1)
PNL Normalization Factor; defined as
-I0 log F ___£_
Pamb
Ambient Pressure
Nozzle Pressure Ratio
Dry Bulb Ambient Temperature
Nozzle Total Temperature
Free-Jet Velocity
Nozzle Exhaust Velocity (Ideal)
Ideal Calculated Weight Flow Rate
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APPENDIX II - AERODYNAMIC FLOW CONDITIONS OF LV TEST POINTS
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements of four selected plumes of the
similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor model nozzle were conducted using the
laser velocimeter. Aerodynamic conditions that define the LV test points are
presented in Table II-I of this appendix. These points include two static
tests (LV test points 1 and 2) with the similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor
having a convergent inner nozzle (Model 10.1) and one static and one simulated
free-jet test (at Vac = 122 mps/400 fps) with the similitude suppressor
having a convergent-divergent inner nozzle (test points 3 and 4). The
aerodynamic condition of LV test point 1 was selected to match one of the
possible operating conditions of YJ101 testbed engine. While test points 1
and 3 have identical aerodynamic flow conditions that are typical of AST/VCE
takeoff condition, they are static tests, respectively, with Models 10.1
(convergent inner) and 10.2 (C-D inner). Moreover, the flow variables of the
inner stream match those for which the C-D inner exit of Model 10.2 was
designed. Finally, LV test point 4 is a repeat of test point 3 but with a
free jet to simulate a flight condition.
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APPENDIX III- SUPPRESSOR BASE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
The aerodynamic test conditions during which the base pressure data
were recorded with the similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor nozzle are
presented in Table III-l. In addition to measurements over an operating line
of a typical AST/VCE cycle, base pressure data were obtained over a range of
suppressor pressure ratios, but at ambient temperature. These data were
recorded with free-jet velocities of 0, 61 mps (200 fps) and 122 mps (400 fps).
The location of the static pressure probes in the chutes of the
similitude 20-shallow-chute suppressor is shown in Figure III-1. Out of the
14 pressure probes installed in the designated chutes, measurements made with
Probes 1 through 9 were used for the estimation of a representative pressure
reading within the projected area of one chute. The other five, namely,
Probes I0 through 14, were included for general study purposes only.
A sketch of the chute projected area along with the calculated values
of the elemental strip areas applicable to each of the probes numbered 1
through 9 is shown in Figure III-2.
The expressions used in the calculation of the representative base
pressure of each chute and the change in the nozzle thrust coefficient due to
the base drag are summarized in Figure III-3.
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Table III-I. Summary of Aerodynamic Flow Conditions
of Base Pressure Tests
Base Pressure
Test Point
Acoustic T}
Test Point P_ (" R) P_ (° R)
Vac
(fps)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
1001 1.99 1442 1.94 805
1003 2.28 1507 2.29 780
1005 2.38 1582 2.41 800
1007 2.78 1664 2.79 843
1009 2.89 1744 2.90 849
1011 3.40 1734 3.26 877
1015 3.24 1745 2.63 876
1019 2.25 1722 2.23 726
1041 3.26 1732 3.20 870
1017 1.87 1575 1.86 779
1002 2.00 1478 1.96 859
1004 2.29 1528 2.31 804
1006 _._q I_i, 2 A_ o_,
.... _v_v ._ _
1008 2.79 1663 2.80 863
1020 2.27 1732 2.23 764
1010 2.90 1747 2.91 883
1016 3.24 1759 2.63 909
1012 3.40 1745 3.26 927
1018 1.88 1570 1.86 801
1.89 530 1.94 530
2.39 530 2.40 530
2.89 530 2.90 530
3.24 530 3.25 530
3.69 530 3.69 530
1.90 530 1.95 530
2.39 530 2.40 530
2.89 530 2,90 530
3.23 530 3.24 530
3.69 530 3.71 530
1.89 530 1.95 530
2.40 530 2.41 530
2.90 530 2.90 530
3.24 530 3.25 530
3.69 530 3.70 530
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
400
400
_VV
40O
400
400
400
400
400
0
0
0
0
0
200
200
200
200
200
400
400
400
400
400
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O P6
• P8 _8/
A1 = 0.0952 in.2
A 2 = 0.0806 in.2
A 3 = 0.0799 fn.2
A4 = 0.0778 in.2
A 5 = 0.0763 £n.2
A 6 = 0.0755 in. 2
A 7 = 0.0741 in. 2
A8 = 0.2162 in.2
A = 0.7756 in.2
Figure 111-2. Projected Base Area of a
Single Chute and Elemental
Strip Areas.
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SUPPRESSOR DRAG CALCULATION
m
PSUP/Pa = P/Pa
AlP 1 A2P 2 A3P 3
P - A +-_-- +-A-- +--
A4P 4 A5P 5 A6P 6 A7P 7 A8P 8
A +-T-+-T--+-T-+q--
Fd = Pa (1 - PSUP/Pa) A
FD = 20 Fd
FD
ACFGo - FIDO
NOMENCLATURE
A
Ai
Fd
FID0
FD
Pa
Pi
PSUP/Pa
Projected area of one chute in. 2
Elemental strip area within chute projected area
Suppressor drag contributed by a single chute base area
Ideal outer nozzle thrust
Total suppressor drag contributed by all chutes
Ambient pressure
Representative pressure reading within an elemental strip
area of a chute
Suppressor base to ambient pressure ratio
P
gCFGO
Representative pressure reading within the projected area of
one chute
Change in outer nozzle thrust coefficient due to suppressor
base drag
Figure III-3. Summary of the Expressions Used
in the Calculation of the Base Drag
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APPENDIX IV - C-D NOZZLE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Previous attempts at reducing shock-associated noise through shock-free
flow expansion have been made with annular jet systems. Figure IV-1 shows a
coannular model with an outer C-D configuration from the NASA-Lewis/GE
Contract NAS3-20619 (Ref. 2), and Figure IV-2 depicts a similar engine
configuration tested on the YJ101 Test-Bed Engine under Contract NAS3-20582
(Ref. 7). In both instances, the convergent-divergent flowpath was configured
within the basic constraint of utilizing a translating circular shroud. The
translating circular shroud concept was selected as the closest approximation
to product designs for AST/VCE exhaust systems. The translating shroud was
required to accomplish proper flow expansion, allowing optimization of thrust
coefficient at various flight conditions, in particular at supersonic cruise.
Within this design constraint and in combination with the 15 ° plug, design of
an exit plane to throat plane ratio (A9/A8) , necessary to accomplish a C-D
flowpath at takeoff, terminated the divergent flow section quite abruptly.
This allowed only limited length for proper flow expansion before attaining
the Ag/A 8 required to satisfy the expansion characteristics for shock-free
flow at 8 selected takeoff type operating cycle. Additionally, ability to
precondition the flow prior to the throat plane was limited by the cylindrical
shroud design. Thus, gradual turning of the flow in a direction to assure
that it would continue to follow the plug contour, once past the throat plane,
was not accomplished. Flow turning, therefore, was felt to have continued
past the throat plane and possibly interfered with the normal isentropic
expansion process required to minimize or alleviate shock structure.
Examination of the forward quadrant test data for the above model (typical
data are shown in Figure IV-3) and engine configurations indicated minimal to
negligible influence of the C-D design in the alleviation of the shock-cell
associated noise.
A thorough reexamination of flowpath contouring procedures was
conducted within the model design effort of this program and new criteria for
the design of annular C-D flowpaths were identified. The new criteria
precipitated principally from recent General Electric-funded design studies
being conducted to optimize thrust performance of C-D flowpaths for other
applications. General design elements are itemized in Figure IV-4 and are
simplistically summarized as follows:
Upstream flowpaths are to be designed to converge properly the flow
into the throat plane such as to assure near complete flow turning
prior to the throat plane. For annular plug nozzles, this
corresponds to (1) moving the throat plane from a true radial
position over the plug crown to an aft-of-the-plug crown position
and (2) accomplishing a more gradual but vectored flow turning
through contouring the outer shroud flowpath prior to throat plane.
As changes in boundary layer conditions from throat plane to exit
plane are normally assumed minimal, flow coefficients are assumed
equal (CD8 = CD9) ; and, based on the design pressure ratio,
y, fuel-to-air ratio and Mach number, the ideal Ag/A 8 is
selected for isentropic flow expansion.
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• C-D Outer Flowpath
• Convergent Inner Flowpath
Figure IV-I. Outer Annular C-D Flowpath Design, Model Nozzle(NAS3-20619,Reference 2).
U._ Termination for C-D Outer Flowpath
YJI01 Coannular Nozzle Geometry
R° = 0.853
• r
Inner Flowpath
_
Figure IV-2. Outer Annular C-D Flowpath Design, YJI01 Engine
(NAS3-20582, Reference 7).
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Figure IV-4. General Design Criteria for Annular C-D
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For gradual flow divergence, plug angle minus shroud angle is set
to (82 - eI ) _ 5 °. Previous designs had this value at
15o.
The magnitude of 81 is to be iterated with length of divergent
section, and design area ratio, Ap/A8, until an adequate length
of divergence is accomplished for gradual flow expansion.
A comparison of outer nozzle C-D flowpath designs using early and the
more recent design criteria is shown in Figure IV-5. It is to be noted from
this figure that the new design allows for preconditioning of the flow prior
to the throat plane, by a e2 - eI = 5", and a length of divergent
flowpath equal to 3.4 throat plane heights.
Based on the above considerations, detailed design of the annular C-D
hardware was completed. Figure 2-10 sunmmrizes the important dimensions. The
design was later checked using the streamtube curvature (STC) computer program
developed by the General Electric Company to analyze exhaust system internal
flow fields (Ref. 16). Figure IV-6 illustrates the flow field solution
generated by the STC program along with the calculated static pressure
distribution -'^-- _ .... _ _I,,_ ,ha +_ _,,+_r _rnlld. An examination of
the nozzle exit matches the ambient pressure and hence denotes a complete
expansion at the nozzle exit.
In addition to the above given design criteria, the following
considerations pertaining to hardware design, manufacturing, and test setup
were applied to ensure a complete expansion of the flow stream:
For the annular plug convergent and C-D nozzle, use of support
struts within two to three equivalent throat diameters upstream of
the throat plane to maintain the outer flowpath hardware as an
integral assembly to the inner flowpath hardware. This is to
stabilize annular concentricity necessary to assure uniformity of
flowpath and of Ap/A 8 ratios around the entire nozzle. The
struts are aerodynamic in shape to minimize strut noise.
A best estimate of the changes in the cold flow design dimensions
is made to maintain the select design pressure ratio under hot flow
operating conditions.
Compatible materials were selected for various nozzle parts to
accommodate thermal growth cycles relative to flowpath changes and
thus ensure no leakage at flange connections. This is also
necessary for general hardware safety at operating elevated
temperatures.
Flanges which connect various hardware pieces are normally designed
to be drawn fit for axially bolted assemblies and interference fits
for radially bolted assemblies and to hold flowpath concentcicities
and eliminate flow leakage from stream-to-stream or from
stream-to-ambient.
Contour tolerances and flowpath finishes are selected to assure
accurately scalable models to AST/VCE product engine size.
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Weldments and rough machined parts are stress relieved prior to
final machining to assure dimensionally stable hardware. This is
to assure that residual stresses are not present which, if relieved
during hiEh temperature testing, could distort aerodynamic
flowpaths.
Critical dimensions on ali finished hardware are inspected in
free-state prior to use and inspected dimensions recorded and
checked for any discrepancy. Dimenslonal inspection of critical
areas, such as annular throat and exit plant heights, is performed
on the test configuration assembly to assure annular concentricity
and proper buildup of flowpaths.
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